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ABSTRACT
This report presents me results of a srudy of 221 student teaching interns
from Memorial University's Faculty of Education who completed their rour-month
field placement in either December 1992 or April 1993. A questionnaire was
administered to the subjects through their university supervisor. Subjects rated
themselves on teaching competencies. using a five-point Likert scale and ranked
seven common teacher stressors.
An analysis of the data from this study showed mat student teaching interns
from Memorial University feel more than satisfied with their competency in all
areas surveyed. Elementary student teachers showed a tendency to rate themselves
higher 00 teaching competencies thilll secondary student teachers. Overall.
experienced teachers who were surveyed in an earlier study did not perceive
themselves to be more competent than these teaching interns. Both swdent
teachers and experienced teachers ranked "Classroom management and discipline"
as the top stressor, this stressor received a significantly higher mean ranking by
student teachers.
The implications of these findings for Memorial University's teacher training
program are discussed. Recommendations are proposed for further study in the
areas of self-perceived teaching competency and teacher stress.
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CHAPI'ER 1
lntroduction
Purpose
This study involved srudent teaching interns from Memorial University's
Faculty of Education from the 1992·93 academic year. Their self-ratings of
perceived levels of teaching competencies were e~plored and compared to those of
experienced teachers. Also analyzed was the difference in self-ratings of perceived
competence between elementary and secondary student teachers. Flnally. the
intern's rankings of seven common teacher stressors were investigated and
compared to those of experienced teachers.
Rationale and Research Questions
Improving teacher education programs has been a long-time goal in the field
of education. In keeping with this goal, it is the responsibility of teacher training
institutions to assess the competency level of their graduates so that appropriate
changes can be made in the training program. The success of the sNdent teaching
internship experience is an indication of how well the student will make the
transition from the college training program to the ranks of professional teacher.
Therefore. an evaluation of competence in student teaching will also give guidance
to teacher preparation programs.
Student teacher comperencies have been assessed using coUege supervisor
evaluations. cooperating reacher evaluations. and less frequently. student reacher
self-evaluations (Hattie. Olphen and Cole. 1982; Lantz. 1967; Wheeler and Knoop.
1982; as cired in Briggs. Richacdson and Sefm. 1985). Each form of evaluation
carries with it a measure of rater bias. As Holzbach (1978) points out, however.
self-ratings ofcompetency give the most differentiable results. For this reason. the
present study employed self-ratings by student teachers.
Self-ratings of competencies by student teachers not only provide data for
the pwpose of improving the teacher training program. but also provide feedback:
to faculty regacding the effectiveness of their teaching. as weU as infonnation for
students to use in selecting courses. The process of examining their competencies
also allows prospective teachers to reflect upon their strengths as well as perceived
areas of weilkness in their teaching skills. As Dussault (l970. as cited in Chiu.
1975) pointed out, the feeling of competence experienced by student teachers is.
in itself. an important affective outcome of student teaching.
Considerable research in the field of education has gone into defining the
expert teacher (Welker. 1991; Borko. Lalik. and Tomchin. 1987; Berliner, 1991;
Reynolds. (992). The preseot study examined the competency rating of studeot
teacher interns (novices) and compared them to those of more experienced teachers
(experts). It is assumed that an understanding of how the expen teacber thinks and
acts will assist in determining program change and developmeot in the field of
educatioo.
It has been estimated that as many as 20% of all new teache~ leave
education during the first few years (Duke, 1984, as cited in FLIDian and Blanton,
(987). It is speculated that the stress experienced in teaching can account for this
fact. In a study on teacher stress, Kyriacou (1987) accounts for the prevalence of
teacher stress data in the research literature. Prolonged teacher stress can lead to
"burnout"; can cause physical and mental ill-health; can impair the quality of
teaching; and often results in a low level of job satisfaction for teachers. These
findings justify further investigation into the causes of stress, as well as
preventative measures. It is also interesting to explore whether the stress
experienced. by new teache~ diffe~ qualitatively from that of more experienced
teaebe~.
The specific research questions which will be explored in this study are as
follows:
I. How do student teache~ from Memorial University's Faculty of Education
rate themselves on thirteen competency areas and sixty-one sub-competency
areas, using a five-point Likert scale?
2. Are there differences in the way that elementary student teachers rate their
teaching competencies as compared to their secondary counterparts?
3. Are there differences between the self-perceived competencies of student
teachers (novices) and those of more experienced teachers (experts)?
4. How do seudent teachers rank: seven common teacher stressors?
5. How do the rankings of stressors for student teachers compare to those of
more experienced teachers?
Background of the Study
Two main themes arose in the literature on evaluating teacher competencies.
The fIrst pertains to the issue of standardized competency testing for teachers. It
is evident in the research that this standardized. method of assessing teacher
competencies is fraught with limitations and criticisms (Smith. 1984; Hyman. 1984;
Stedman. 1984). It seems more desirable. then. to "evaluate", rather than to "test"
teaching competencies. which brings in the second prominent theme in the
literature: methods of evaluation. 5eudent teachers are generally evaluated by
college supervisors. cooperating teachers, and less frequently, by themselves
(Hattie. OIphen and Cole. 1982; LanlZ. 1967; Wheeler and Knoop. 1982; as cil«!
in Briggs, Richardson and Sefzik. 1985). As Holzbach (1978) pointed out.. self-
evaluations are the most desirable form if the purpose of the research is to
differentiate between various competency areas, as was the purpose of the present
study.
Since de Groot's (1965) publication of Thought and Choia in CMss.
scholars in every field have been fascinated with discovering the defining
characteristics of experts. as opposed to novices. The field of educational research
is no different. Expert/novice differences have been examined in terms of: stages
of teaching (Bloom and Jorde-Bloom. 1987; Dreyfus and Dreyfus. 1986);
prominent coocerns (Fuller, 1969); images (Calderbead and Robson. 1991); and
more recenLly, schemata (Rich, 1993). The findings ace clear. There ace
qualitative differences between experts and novices in nearly every aspect of
planning a lesson. delivering the lesson. and even their thought processes after the
lesson has been taught (Reynolds. 1992).
As Killian and Mcintyre (1986) discovered in their research. there ace
apparent differences in the field experiences of elementary and secondary student
teachers which have been noted by their supervisors. although little research has
been done to support this premise. The research that is available tells us that
elementary and secondary sbJdem teachers differ in terms of: the quality of their
field experience (Killian and McIntyre. 1986); their entry characteristics into
leaChing (Killian and Mcintyre. 1988; Book and Freeman. 1986); their primal)'
concerns (Marso and Pigge. 1989); their conceptions of a good teacher (Weinstein.
1988); and how they rate themselves on cenain teaching competencies (Briggs.
Richardson, and Sefzik. 1985; Briggs, 1991).
There is no doubt that stress exists at every level of education. As Fimian
and Blanton (l987) point out, however. "Although the literature is replete with
descriptions of the problems faced by experienced teachers. very little is known
about whether these or similar problems are encountered by inexperienced teachers
and teacher trainees" (p. 158). Common factors which arise in the research aD
student teacher stress are: scudeot behaviour. time and resource management, self-
adequacy in the classroom. relationship with supervisors. learner achievement, and
knowledge of the subject matter (see, for example, Morris and Morris. 1980;
Kaunltz. Spokane, Lisstiz and Strein. 1986; Fimian and Blanton, 1987).
Dermition of Terms
The fonowing tenns ace defined in reference to teaching:
Stress - Stress is the experience by a teacher of unpleasant emotions. such as
tension. frustration. anxiety. anger, and depression. resulting from aspects of his or
ber work: as a teacher (KyriacQu and Sutcliffe, 1978a).
Competence - A teacher can be said to be CompeteDt when he or she possesses the
necessary knowledge and skills required for success in teaching.
Novice - One who is new to teaching. For the purpose of the present study, the
term "Dovice" will apply only to sntdent teachers.
Expert - One who is skillful in teaching. For the purpose of the present sbJdy, the
term "expert" will apply to teachers with two or more years of teaching experience.
Elementary - This term refers to Kindergarten through grade Six.
Secondary - This term refeB to grades Seven through Level m.
Summary
The present study was carried out in order to investigate the self-perceived
competenci.es of sbJdent teaching interns and to explore bow they rank seven
common teacher stressors. An analysis of the data from. this study has led to some
interesting fmdings regarding the level of self-perceived competence of sbJdent
teachers; the differences between elementary and secondary srudent teachers in
terms of their self-perceived competence; the stresses experienced by student
teachers; and the differences in novice and expert teachers in terms of how mey
rate their competence and how they rank seven teacher stressors. These findings
point to some areas of strength, as well as some weaknesses, in Memorial
University's teacher uaining program., which can be used to guide improvements
to that program.
CHAPTER 2
Review of the Literature
Evaluating Teacher Competencies
Excellence in education is regarded as one of the primary goals of our
society. if we are to achieve excellence. teacher training institutions must send
forth teachers who are competent in the skills deemed necessary to mat profession.
The question arises as to the best way to assess teacher competencies.
Aippo and Foster (1984) define a competency test for teachers as •... a test
developed to measure the minimum knowledge andlor skills deemed necessary for
adequate performance in the classroom" (p. to). Smith (1984) examined the
available data on teacher competency testing and points out many of me obvious
pitfalls. Like other forms of standardized resting, teacher competency testing is
faced with the problem of exclusion of minority groups due to test failure. As
Smith points out. we cannot have excellence in education without equity. Hyman
(1984) discusses other limitations of th.is type of testing, which include: it is
impossible to design a test which measures lhe knowledge of a teacher, there is
little agreement among educators as to what comprises competence; a test score is
not a true indicamr of a person's ability to educate; there is no guarantee that those
who pass the test will be more effective educators than those who do not; and
achieving a high score 00 a test does not necessarily translate to more student
learning or a better school. In all. much of the available data on teacher
comperency testing points to discriminatory practices.
Fant, Hill. Lee and Landes (1985). in a review of the existing literature on
reacher competency testing. conclude that in order to make testing fair. assessmenrs
should be done during several phases of teaching, and using multiple assessment
instruments; self-evaluations should be incorpolated into the assessment, and it
should be based on fac~ shown by research to be important to learning. The
present study fulms most of these conditions since it is based upon seif·evaJuation.
and Lhe questionnaire items ace research based. As well. competencies are
evaluated at various stages of teaching; however. the study is cross-sectional rather
than longitudinal.
Stedman (1984) also examined some of the limitations and problems
surrounding competency testing for teachers. He points out that
Testing is not identical to evaluation. which is a more comprehensive
process used to determine individual achievement or the effectiveness
of a program. procedure. or process. Evaluation provides room for
professional judgement, whereas testing reduces such opportunity or
eliminates i.t entirely if cut-off scores are established. (p. 2)
The present study. then, can be considered a form of evaluation rather than
testing since its purpose is to examine the effectiveness of a training pcogram;
however. the results will not be used to determine the acceptance or exclusion or
prospective teacbers into the profession.
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In summary. teacher competency testing bas many inherent limitations and
criticisms. However. since this study is based upon self-evaluation, and will not
be used for placement purposes, it can be considered a form of evaluation rather
than a test. and therefOR:. avoids many of the limitations and criticisms associated
with teacher competency testing.
Although considerable research has gone into examining the teacher
competencies which ace crucial to successful student learning outcomes, little
research has been done which examines lhese competencies in the context of
student teaching. Reynolds (1992), in an extensive review of the literature on
expert and novice teachers. has constructed a picture of the competent beginning
reacher.
Beginning teachers should enter their first year of teaching with:
knowledge of the subject matter they will teach;
the disposition to fmd out about their students and lhe
ethnographic and analytic skills to do so;
strategies. techniques. and tools for creating and sustaining a
learning community, and the skills and abilities to employ
these strategies, techniques. and tools;
know ledge of the pedagogy appropriate for the content area
they will teach, and
the disposition to reflect on their own actions and students'
responses in order to improve their teaching, and the strategies
and tools for doing so. (p. 26)
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Evaluations of student teachers focus on the competencies which are
essential for success in classroom teaching and which are compatible with the goals
of the teacher training institutions. Universicy supervisor evaluations, supervising
teacher evaluations, and less frequently, student teacher self-evaluations have been
used to measure the performance of student teachers and to evaluate teaeber-
preparation programs (Hanie, Olpbert and Cole. 1982; Lantz., 1967; Wheeler and
Knoop. 1982; as cited in Briggs. Richardson, and Sefzik. 1985).
The assessment instrUment employed in this study required the self-rating
of student teachers on thirteen competency areas. Wheeler and Knoop (1982), in
a study of self. teacher and faculty evaluations of sbJdent teacher perlormance.
found that self-ratings measure something quite different from what is measured
by superviSor.>. They conclude that,
In spite of the fact that swdenlS rate memselves more leniently lhan
supervisors. self-ratings. rather than supervisor ratings. seem to offer
the greatest potential for differentiable ratings and for providing
useful information on how to improve the teacher-learning process
for the training of teachers. (po 180)
Holzbach (1978) examined superior. self- and peer-evaluations for rater bias.
He found a high positive correlation between superior and peer ratings, which
contrasts with correlations between self-ratings and those of peers and supervisors.
Holzbach explained his findings in tenDS of two constructs: leniency errors and
halo effects. Leniency errors occur wben ratings from different sources are
12
significantly differenL lbe evidence suggests that self-ratings are more lenient
than either superior or peer ratings (Klimoski and London, 1974; Parker, Taylor.
Barrett. and Martens, 1959; Prien and Liske. 1962; Thornton, 1968), while superior
and. peer ratings do not differ appreciably (Klimoski and London. 1974)" (p. 579).
While self-ratings are limited by leniency errors, Holzbach points out what
he considers to be a more serious limitation of superior and peer ratings - halo
effects. This type of rater bias occw's when a rater does not differentiate among
distinct items or dimensions in his evaluations. but evaluates according to an
overall judgemeot of the ralee. Holzbach cites ample research which shows that
superiors consistently exhibit greater halo effects than self~ratings. and peer ratings
tend to show comparable halo effects to superior ratings. Thornton (1980. as cited
in Wheeler and Knoop. (982) also found lIlat self-ratings are more lenient than
supervisor ratings and that supervisor ratings are largely influenced by the balo
effect.
Wbeeler and Knoop (1982) examined rater bias for competency evaluation
of student teachers done by self, coUege supervisor, and school supervisoc.
Consistent with both Holzbach and Thornton, they found that student teachers gave
themselves significantly higher ratings than either their college or school
supervisors (leniency error). There was a high positive correlation between
academic and field supervisors which, when taking into account the self-ratings,
13
suggest a balo effect
Briggs. Richardson. and Sefzik (1985) compared teacher supervisor ratings
and student teacher seLf·ratings of elementary student teachers. They found that
student reachers gave themselves significantly higher ratings than did their
supervising teachers. In a later sbJdy, Briggs (1991) found weaker leniency effects
in a similar study using secondary student teachers.
Research shows then, that rater bias can exist in performance ratings by self.
superiors. and peers. The option remains to have student teachers evaluated by
their students; however. research does not reflect favourably on this practice.
Various sources show students' rating oftbeir instructor to be positively correlated
with their liking of the instructor (Bernardin and Beatty. 1984: Dobbins, 1982;
Cardy, 1982; as cited in Li-Ping Tang and Li-Na Tang. 1987). These findings.
whicb are supported by Li-Ping Tang and Li-Na Tang (1981), show that sb.J.dent
evaluations are also highly influenced by the halo effect
In choosing a method of evaluating student teachers. researchers must take
into account the various sources of rater bias and decide which is the least
damaging to their results. The present study employed seIr-ratings. since research
shows that they give more differentiable results than those of college or school
supervisors. Although student teachers rate themselves higher than their
supervisors. they are better able to differentiate between various competency areas.
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a major thrust of this srudy. Supervisor ratings. in contrast. are clouded by their
overall judgement of the student teacher. resulting in less differentiation between
the various competency areas. Thus. if the purpose of the research is to evaluate
a training program. which is an essential purpose of the present scudy. self-ratings
give more accurate results. Ideally, evaluations of both student teacher
performance and their training program should include a combination of self and
supervisor ratings. while taking into account rater bias.
ExpertlNovice Differences
It is a widely accepted assumption that teachers progress through several
stages or phases from their pre-service training to their latter years as teachers.
Bloom and Jorde-Bloom (1987) examined the stages of adult development and
related them to the stages of teacher development. These teacher career stages.
according to Bloom and Jorde-Bloom. are: (l)pre-secvice, (2) induction, (3)
competency building. (4) enthusiastic and growing. (5) career frustration, (6) stable
but stagnant, and (7) career wind-down (Burke, Christensen and Fessler, 1984. as
cited in Bloom and Jorde-Bloom, 1987).
Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1986, as cited in Berliner. 1991) proposed a five-stage
model of teacher development from novice to expert. At stage one, !be novice
stage. teachers learn the ·commonplaces" and a set of context-free rules. Student
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teachers operate at this stage. The second stage. advanced-beginner. is geoerally
characteristic of first-year teachers. At this stage. conlcxt begins to guide
behaviour, and case and procedural knowledge are buill up. Stage three. the
competent performer, is marked by teachers with about three years of experience.
They can set priorities and draw up flexible plans to meet reasonable goals. A
small subset of this group will progress to lbc founh stage. mat of proficient
teacher. The proficient teacher is adept at pattern recognition and possesses an
intuitive. holistic sense of the situations they face. Fmal.Iy, a small percentage of
the proficient teachers will go 00 to be expert. The expen possess the perceptual
ability of the proficient performer and can respond effortlessly, smoolhly, and
appropriately (Berliner. 1991. pp. 148-149).
The model of teacber development whicb most commonly arises in research
on teacher training is Fuller's (1969) stages of concern modeL Fuller. in bis early
JeSearCh on concerns of teachers. differentiated between early concerns of teachers
(novices), which he referred to as pupil concerns.
Pigge and Marso (1990) examined Fuller's model in the context of novice
teachers. They note that;
Within the Fuller model. early teacher training is characterized by
intense concerns about survival as a student with little coocern about
teaching; then. as early teaching activities are experienced. concerns
of self-survival as a teacher (self-concerns) are felt; and finally,
concerns pertaining to the many situational demands of day-to-day
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teaching (task concerns). emerge near the completion of the
preservice experience. (p. 283)
They go on to point out that although self- and task-eoncems may be felt during
teacher training, the third stage. impact concerns (concerns about teachers' impact
on pupils), are not felt WlW the lCacher becomes mon: experienced.
In an eartier study. Pigge and Marso (1989) examined expert and novice
differences in terms of Fuller's model. In support of this model, they found that
teachers changed significantly from their initial teacher training through the fmt
five years of tcaching.
Ricard (1986) exam.ined self-perceptions of student teachers before and after
their field placemeOl. Also supporting Fuller's model. be found that the student
teachers' reflections after student leaching showed them to be more concerned with
the tasks of reaching. and the majority of the deliberations were expressed in
relation to the "self' engaged in teaching.
Weinstein (1989), however, cites evidence which seems to be contrary to
Fuller's model. He states that concerns of pre-service teachers are more like those
of experienced teachers than those of beginning teachers (Reeves and Kazelskis.
1985; Evans and Tribble. 1986. as cited in Weinstein. 1989). Weinstein attributes
this to a construct which he refers to as ~unrealistic optimism." Rather than being
inconsistent with the Fuller model. however. he affirms that this optimism seems
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to be characteristic of individuals at the stage of non-eoncem. Teachers at this
stage bave not bad any acnaal teaching experience and are not concerned with the
specifics of teaching.
Many researchers have examined expert/novice differences outside the
context of a stage model. Rich (1993) explains lhese differences in terms of a
more highly developed scbemata. Schemata can be defmed as .. ... abstract
knowledge 5b'UCbJreS that summarize information about many particular cases and
the relationships among them" (p. 137). The more elaborate scbemala of experts
allows them to process classroom events and to understand them in ways that are
more elaborate. interrelated, and accessible, as compared to novices.
Livingston and Borko (1989) also hold that there are qualitative differences
in the knowledge, thinking. and action of experts and novices. "For example.
expert teachers notice different aspects of the classrooms than do novices. are more
selective in their use of lnfonnation during planning and interactive reaching and
Illil.ke greater use of instructional and management routines (see for example.
Berliner. 1987; Borko and Shavelson. in press; Leinhardt and Greeno. 1986;
Paterson and Comeaux. 1987)" (p. 36).
Similarly, Sabers, Cusing. and Berlinger (1991) found differences in the way
that experts, as opposed to novices and beginning teachers, observed and
interpreted classroom events. They found that experts. in general. were better able
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to: monitor and comprehend classroom events; interpret observed instructional
straregies; hypothesize reasons for behaviour observed; and offer solution strategies
foe problems identified.
Clarridge and Berliner (1991) differentiated between expect and novice
teachers in the areas of expectations and atbibutioDS. They found that the novice
group in their study showed an inability to recall cenain unacceptable classroom
behaviour. Only the experts were able to attribute abilities to students and to
predict performance based on ability. Experts tended to attribute negative student
behaviour to causes over which they had no control (for example. a student's
disliking of mathematics), whereas beginning teachers attributed such behaviour to
factors over which they had control, such as the content of the lesson.
More suppon for the notion of expert/novice differences in teaching is
offered by CaIderhead and Robson (1991). They discuss bow the knowledge of an
expect is more organized than that of a novice. Their study examines the
knowledge base of student teachers which they explain in terms of "images."
These images can influence what student teachers find useful and relevant in a
course and how they analyze their own and others' practices.
One of the more in-depth analysis of expert/novice differences in teaching
was done by Reynolds (1992). She enmined these differences in terms of three
domains: pre-active tasks. which occur prior to teaching a lesson; interactive tasks,
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which occur during the lesson; and post-active tasks. which occur after the lesson
has been taught
In terms of pre-active teaching tasks. novice teachers often do not know
their subject matter in a way that allows them to explain it to their students. and
they do not take into account the pedagogical implications of student differences.
Their planning is more time-consuming than mat of expert teachers. and it centers
around activities to involve students with the content It lacks the contingency
plans commonly found in experienced teacher planning.
The interactive teaching tasks of expens. as opposed to novices, involve
rapid judgements, chunldng of information, and differentiation between important
and unimportant information. Expert teacbers are better equipped to handle
discipline problems, and in constructing answers to student questions. In terms of
the actual teaching, expert lessons are generally characterized by the foUawing: the
tasks are of appropriate difficulty for students and are interesting and/or enjoyable;
physical and social conditions ace conducive to leaming; new learning is related to
previous learning; attention is focused on the most important aspects of the lesson;
the pace of the lesson is appropriate; the flow of activity in the classroom is
maintained; task-oriented behaviour is reinforced; performance on assigned tasks
is frequently monitored and assessed; and feedback is provided on the adequacy or
excellence of student task performance.
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FlOally. in terms of post-active reaching tasks, novices are less focused Lban
experts in their rdlections of their lessons. Expen teachers reflect on their own
teaching and student responses to determine what was successful and unsuccessful.
in order to refine their own teaching practice.
Whether expenlnovice differences are examined in teems of stages (Bloom
and lorde-Bloom. 1987; Dreyfus and Dreyfus. 1986), prominent concerns (Fuller,
1969), images (Calderhead and Robson. 1991), or schemata (Rich, 1993). the
literabJre points to qualitative differences in the teaching practices of expert and
novice teachers. However. despite the present trend in educational research lo
"define the expert." Welker (1991) points to the negative implications of viewing
the teacher as expert. According [0 Welker. the metaphor of the expert teacher
implies that the abilities of the teacher should foster excellence in education.
Welker. however. tries to promote a wider sense of public responsibility regarding
reform in education. "Insofar as expertise suggests to the public that the answers
to educational problems lie within the abilities of a special group or within the
province of a single institutional structure, it reinforces the climate of blame and
crisis which now so clouds reasonable debate" (p. 33).
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Grade Differences
In an examination of the quality of field experiences for student teachers,
Killian and Mcintyre (1986) noted thal. "Differences in field experiences associated
with grade level are a common perception among those who supervise student
teachers. but research seldom has been employed to support such impressions
(Orlich et aI., (985)." (p. 367). They found major discrepancies in me quality of
the field experience of elementary and secondary student teachers. Elementary
field experience students revealed extensive personal contact with the cooperating
teacher. whereas comments from secondary field experience students revealed an
Ronlookec" status. In all. elementary student teachers had a better quality field
experience than lhcir secondary counterparts.
In a la£er study, Killian and McIntyre (1988), reviewed research which
provided evidence that. ..... elementary and secondary education majors differ
markedly in several entry characteristics. including their expectations. prior teaching
experience. and reasons for choosing a teaching career" (p. 36). They go on to
show how differences also exist in their field experiences. In terms of their field
experience activities. elementary student teachers engaged more often in small and
large group teaching. while secondary student teachers were more likely to have
tutored students individually. The second variable examined was interaction with
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srudems. Elementary sntdent teachers were found to have mace variety and a
higher frequency of actual teaching than did their secondary counterparts.
Interaction with cooperating teachers was also examined. Secondary student
teachers reported more general education discussion with their cooperating teachers.
whereas the elemeotary student teachers discussed the topics of teaching methods
and management with their cooperating teacher.
Book and Freeman (1986) examined the differences in entry characteristics
of elementary and secondary candidates. Among their fmdings were the following:
elementary candidates are more child-centered and service-oriented. have had more
prior teaching experience. and express more confidence in their teaching ability.
Weinstein (1988), in examining sbJdent teachers' preconceptions of teaching,
found that elementary and secondary teachers differ in their conceptions of -a really
gocxl teacher." While elementary student teachers most often cited the capacity for
caring as the most important characteristic. their secondary counterparts cited
knowLedge of the subject mat:ter and general level of education.
Marso and Pigge (1989). in examining elementary/secondary differences.
found that secondary teachers were less concerned about the presence of a superior.
being evaluated. meeting student needs. and lack of instructional materials.
However. they were more likely than elementary teachers to be concerned about
the teaching setting being too routine and inflexible.
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Niemann, Ball, and Caldwell (1989) found a difference between elementary
and secondary student teachers in their responses to disruptive learners.
Elementary teachers. in their study, tended to act more quickly and harshly to the
disruptive behaviour. wb.ile secondary teachers were more likely to ignore iL
The research cited thus far shows differences in elementary and secondary
teachers, and student teachers, in terms of: the quality of their field experiences
(Killian and McIntyre, [986). their entry characteristics (Killian and McIntyre,
1988; Book: and Freeman. 1986), their primary concerns (Pigge and Marso. 1989),
their conceptions of a good teacher (Weinstein. 1988). and their responses to
disruptive behaviour (Niemann, Ball. and Caldwell. 1989). It seems that
elementary and secondary teachers may also differ in terms of how they rate
themselves on certain competency areas pertaining to reaching. In a 1985 study,
Briggs and Scfzik: compared the supervising teacher ratings and the student teacher
self-ratings of elementary student teacbers. The elementary student teachers gave
themselves significantly higher ratings than did their supervising teachers on all
five competency areas examined. In a later study, Briggs (199l) compared
supervising teacher ratings and student teacher ratings of secondary student
teachers. This time, the student teachers had significantly higher evaluations than
their supervising teachers in only two of the five competency areas examined.
There was also a difference in how they ranked the five competency areas. These
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differences were not noled by Briggs. and it is unclear as to whether elementary
student reachers show themselves greater leniency dla.n do secondary student
teachers. or actually demonstrate grealet competency in their student teaching
experience.
Teacher Stress
Kyriacou (1987) defLOes reacher stress as· .. the experience by a teacber of
unpleasant emotions. such as tension. frustration. anxiety, anger, and depression,
resulting from aspects of his worte as a reacher- (p. 146). Kyriacou goes 00 to
account for the concern with teacher stress, which is prevalent in education
research. First of all, prolonged teacher stress can lead to burnout. a syndrome
primarily characterized by physical. emotional. and attitudinal exhaustion. There
is evidence tha[ prolonged occupational stress can lead to both mental and physical
ill·beaJtb. As well. there is a concern that teacher stress and burnout can impair
the quality of teaching, and therefore. student learning. Borg and Riding (1991)
show reacher stress as being related to less job satisfaction. which. they point out,
is in Line with other research (Kyriacou and Sutcliffe. 1979a; Otto. 1982; Laughlin.
1984; Lin and Turk:. 1985). The findings on teacher stress. then, justify further
investigation into its causes and preventative measures.
In a relatively recent study. Borg and Riding (1991), reviewed the literature
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00 factors related to teacher stress. They cite various sources of evidence wbicb
shows these factors to be relevant pupil behaviour and time demands, poor school
ethos, work conditions, poor staff relationships. and curriculum demands. In Lheir
sbldy. Borg and Riding had teachers rate twency potential stressor's. Teachers
reported the greatest stress ratings for factor'S related to pupil misbebllviouc and
time/resource difficulties. while factors related to poor staff relationships and
professional recognition needs were rated as less stI"cSsfui. They note that the two
factors which generated the greatest stress were concerned with what happens
inside the classroom. whereas interactions with others outside of lhe classroom
appeared to be much less relevanL
Blase (1986) also found student discipline to be a major source of stress for
teachers. -Discipline problems occurring both in and out of the classroom appeared
to be most stressful when they directly or indirectly interfered with classroom
processes, adversely affecting teacher performance and student learning outcomes"
(p. 17). Student discipline is viewed as a problem since it interferes with the
normal flow of teaching, breaks student concentration, and creates a pervasive
tension in the classroom..
FuUer (1969) recognizes class control as a major stressor of teachers, but
holds that this concern lessens with teaching eltperience. According to Fuller,
concern over issues such as discipline, time management, and subject matter
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knowledge are characteristic of early teacher concerns, while more experienced
teachers' concerns are focused 00 pupilleaming and progress.
Despite the vast documentation regarding class control and its relationship
to teacher stress, as Merrett and Wheldall (1993) point out, the issue of how to
manage a class is rarely addressed in teacher training. Ibe evidence produced so
far suggests that classroom behaviour management is not a major concern of
teacher trai.ni.ng establishments" (p_ 93). In their study of 176 teachers, 93% aCme
teachers rated the ability to control a class as "very important," while the remaining
7% rated is as "important" In addition, repom from schools indicate that
administrators regard classroom management skills as being of great importance.
With no formal training in classroom behaviour management,. 86% of those
interviewed in Merrett and Wbeldall's study said that they had to learn classroom
management skills "on the job."
Although the research cited thus far points to student behaviour as a major
source of stress for teacbers, other research points to time management as the most
significant teacher stressor. A study conducted on 799 Newfoundland and
Labrador teachers in the mid--eighties found that time management was rated
significantly higher than all other stressor categories (KJas, Kennedy, and KendaU-
Woodward, 1984; Klas, Kendall-Woodward, and Kennedy, 1985). Klas (1994)
compares these flDdings to his 1994 study in which be found that time managemeot
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ranked second. with classroom management and discipline placing first among
stressors for reachers. Hawlrins and Klas (1995) examined stress and stress
management in three helping professions in Newfoundland and Labrador: reaching,
nursing. and social work. They cite three separate studies which point to time
management as the most significant stressor for all three groups.
Fiolian and Blanton (1987) point out chat, "Although the literature is replete
with descriptions of the problems faced by experienced teachers. very little is
known about wbether these or similar problems are encountered by inexperienced
teachers and teacher tr.linecs- (p. 158). It is worthwhile then, to examine the stress
experienced in student teaching. In their study, Fimian and Blanton conclude that,
when compared with more experienced teachers. trainees and fIrst-year teachers
express fewer stressor items; however. the stress factors which they do experience
are similar to those evidenced in the experienced teacher population.
Morris and Morris (1980. as cited in Bowers, Ecbner, and Sacks. 1983). in
a review of the research on stress in student teaching, identified four major areas
of stress for student teacbers: student behaviour, relationsbip with superiors, self-
adequacy, and learner achievemenL Morris and Morris concluded that in all areas
except learner achievement. the stress was highest at the beginning of student
teaching and generally declined toward the end of the experience.
Davis (1990) ad.m.inistered a questionnaire to forty-four secondary student
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teachers. He found that the following top three factors were cited with almost
equal frequency: time pressu.re. the classroom situation (including topics such as
class control and teaching unmotivated students), and the cooperating teacher.
Kaunitz. Spokane, Lisstiz. and Strein (1986) cite evidence which shows the
similarities between the sttessful situations encountered by experienced teachers and
those encountered by student teachers. "For example. both groups report stress in
simations involving student discipline, pedagogical functions, successful
performance. and organizational matters" (Campbell and Williamson, 1974;
Dropkin and Taylor. 1963; Sinclair and Nicoll. 1980)," (p. 169). Kaunitz et at. go
on to cite additional sources of stress felt by student reachers. whicb include:
pupils liking them; being accepted; knowledge of the subject matter, what to do in
case they make a mislake or run out of material; relating personally and
professionally to other faculty members. cooperating teacher, supervisors. the
school system. and parents; disciplining and motivating students; maintaining
control; and achieving lesson goals.
Although many of the stressors experienced by student teachers are similar
to those of experienced teachers (such as class control and time management>,
student teachers encountered additional sources of stress relating to the nature of
the student teaching practicum. MacDonald «(993), in a study on stress in student
teaching, found that the subjects viewed the student teaching practicum as the most
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stressful part of their teacher education program. These categories of factors were
found to be significant sources of stress:
role clarification (not knowing their role in the cooperating teacher' 5
classroom),
expectations (not knowing what was expected of them by their cooperating
teacher),
conformity (their need to "fit in" to an already established structure),
time constraints.
evaluation and inconsistency with evaluation criteria.
assignments,
discussions with peers which led to comparisons. and
lack of feedback.
Briggs and Richardson (1992) examined student teachers' perceptions of
problems that they would experience in student teaching. The top three ranked
items were:
L "Because these are the problems I have observed prior to student teaching."
2. "Because of lack of classroom experience."
3. "Because these are concerns of public school teachers with whom I have
worked_" (p_ 270)
In summary, although there has been little research done on stress in student
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reaching. the existing literature sbows it to be a stressful experience. comparable
in magnitude to the stress felt by experienced teachers. The question remains as
to whether there ace qualitative differences in the stress experienced by novice and
experienced teachers.
CHAYfER3
Methodology
Sample
The subjects for the present study were a group of 221 student teaching
interns from Memoria! University of Newfoundland wbo completed their four-
month field placement in either December 1992 or April 1993. In total. 423
questionnaires were administered. giving a return rate of 52.2%. Given the
proportions of males to females. rural to urban. elementary to secondary. and the
age range of the respondents. one can conclude that this sample is representative
of the population of student teaching interns from Memorial University of
Newfoundland.
Table 1
Number of Student Teaching Interns Surveyed
f~"~' 1~;~Nlm!\ler 41>'" •• '~"oi;'; <l'••
Responded 221 52.2
Did not Respond 202 47.8
Total 423 100
As Table 2 shows. both males and females were well represented in this
sample. with 80 males and 139 females. This corresponds to the survey of
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graduate interns conducted by Clarke, auen. Klas. and NetteD (1994), whose
respondents were approximately 30% males and 70% females.
Table 2
Sex of Intern Respondents
N = 221
~,;)fit~~ ~' '.; '" .... ~ ~ ;>~.. "
MaJe 80 36.2
Female 139 62.9
No Response 2 .9
Total 221 100
The age of the respondents ranged from 20 years old to "over 40." The
majority of the sample (95%) were between 20 and 30 years of age, with nearly
SO% in the 20 to 25 age range. The age of the respondents in this sample is
representative of the total population of sDJdent reachers. the majority of whom can
be classified in the 20 to 25 age range. See Table 3.
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Table 3
Age of Respondents
n = 221
[;#~~~ ~~.,.: ",,7' "'='')1. '$ ~o ':!I/
20-25 176 79.6
26-30 34 15.4
31-35 7 3.2
36-40 1 .5
Over 40 2 .9
No Response 1 .5
Total 221 100
For the purpose of this analysis, the definition of an urban area suggested
by the Department of Education was used (see Appendix A). Urban areas included
communities with a population of 5000 or more. As Table 4 shows. 71 of the
respondents completed their four-month field placement in rural schools. while 72
were placed in urban schools. The high "no response" rate may be related to the
issue of anonymity. Since many schools had just one student teacher placement,
identifying the school would mean identifying the respondenL
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Table 4
Intern Respondents by Geographic Area
N = 221
Urban
No Response
Total
n
78
221
32.6
35.3
100
Table 5 classifies respondents by grade level. [n question four of the
questionnaire. pertaining to degree awarded. a large percentage of the sample
responded "not applicable." This is an obvious fault with the wording of the
questionnaire. The questionnaire used in the present study was adapted from a
survey designed for graduates in the work field. Since the questionnaire used in
the present study was tailored for student teachers, the majority of whom have not
obtained a degree. the question should have read. "Degree to be awarded upon
graduation." Some of the respondents made note of this and responded so that a
portion of the sample could be classified according to grade level. One can assume
that the proportion of elementary to secondary student teachers is representative of
the entire sample. since it corresponds to the proportion of questionnaires sent to
elementary and secondary schools.
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Table 5
Intern Respondents by Grade Level
N = 221
Comparison Sample
Subjects from the present study were compared [0 subjects surveyed in the
Graduate Survey. Faculty ofEducation J986~1990 (Clark. Cluett, Klas. and NetteD.
1994). Subjects from the graduate survey were 543 teachers who graduated from
Memorial University's Faculty of Education between 1986 and 1990. This sample
was shown to be representative of teachers in Newfoundland and Labrador in terms
of proportions of rural to urban. elementary to secondary. and male to female
respondents.
The sample size of 543 represents a 24.8% response rate. To ensure the
representativeness of the sample. Clark et aI. choose 25 non-respondents, based on
geographic location, to complete the questionnaire. The responses of this group
showed a high degree of congruency with the sample group. They also compared
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the employment rate of the respondents (75%) with the payroll records for the
Province of Newfoundland (78% of Memorial University's education graduates)
and found a high congruency. As a final measure of representativeness. they
compared the respondents' subject area major and type of degree earned with the
graduation lists for the Faculcy of Education as a whole and also found similar
proportions.
Table 6 indicates the general age of the graduate sample population. Nearly
50% of the respondents were between 26 and 30 years of age.
Table 6
Age of Graduate Respondents
N= 543
,-g:Ag;~ s,;:',~.. .;.. , y,r§/ '" ""'.. ..
20-25 62 11.4
26-30 258 47.5
31-35 75 13,8
36-40 52 9,6
Over 40 96 17,7
Total 543 100
As Table 7 shows. approximately one-third of the respondents to the
graduate survey have held a position in an urban area, and nearly 80% have held
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a position in a rural area. Clark: et al. cite this and other evidence which shows
that flnding employment in the AValOR region is less likely for recent graduates.
Table 7
Number of Positions Held by Graduates in Rural and Urban Areas
N=543
A fmal factor wllich can be examined when considering the demographics
of this sample is the undergraduate degree which they hold. Table 8 shows the
proportion of degrees awarded to elementary and secondary teachers.
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Table 8
Number of Education Undergraduate Degrees Awarded by Category
N =543
Conjoint (B.A. and 272 43.1
BEd., B.Se. and BEd.)
and BEd. (Sec. degree)
REd. (Elementary) and 252 39.9
BEd. (Primary)
Other 107 17
Total *631 100
Total number of degrees reported as received by respondents for the years
1965 '0 1990.
In summary. the present study not only examines a sample of student
teaching interns. but also compares this sample with a sample of teachers who
graduated from Memorial University's Faculty of Education. In order to draw
conclusions from the present study, both samples must be representative of their
parent populations. [t bas been demonstrated that respondents to both surveys
possess characteristics similar to those of their parent population, so that
generalizations can be made from these samples.
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lnstrument
The questionnaire which was administered in the present study is entitled
"Memorial University of Newfoundland Survey of Interns 1992. 1993" (see
Appendix B). [t is an adaptation of "Memorial University of Newfoundland Survey
of Graduates 1986. 1988. 1990." which was administered and analyzed by a team
of researchers from Memorial University's Faculty of Education. The questionnaire
items for the graduate survey are based on factors shown to be relevant in current
research in the field of education. The questionnaire was pre-tested on a group of
25 experienced teachers. The necessary adapro.tions and modifications were made
by the team of researchers.
The adaptations for the present study involved omitting sections of the
graduate survey pertaining to personal information and program pn=paration. The
items included in the intern survey ace worded precisely as in the graduate survey.
although instructions may vary slightly. The intern survey is comprised of three
parts. Part A consists of four questions pertaining to personal information. Part
B is an item on stress, in which respondents had to rank seven common teacher
stresSOfS. Part C is a Likert-type section on perceived competency levels. with a
total of 13 competency items and 61 sub-items. Ratings could range from I-Poor.
2-Fair. 3·Satisfactory. 4-Good. 5-Excellent, and N/A-Not Applicable. The preseot
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soody was based on the assumption that this instrument describes the competencies
which are essential for success in classroom teaching and that student teachers are
adequately able to assess the degree of development of these competencies in their
behaviour.
The questionnaire used in the preseot study was administered to the student
teachers by their university supervisor at the end of their field placemeoL The
questionnaire was anonymous and completed on a voluntary basis on the subject's
own time. It was then rewmed. to the supervisor to be forwarded to Memorial
University's Faculty of Education.
Analysis or lhe Data
Information from Pact A of the questionnaire was analyzed to determine the
breakdown in percentage of the sample in relation to gender. age, rural to urban
placement. and elementary to secondary placemeoL
Each of the seven items in Part B of the questionnaire was analyzed to
determine the frequency of each possible response, where 1 = least stressful and
7 = most stressful The mean ranking was then calculated. along with the standard
deviation. These mean rankings could then be used to give an overall ranking of
this item for the entire sample.
Part C of the questionnaire is comprised of thirteen Liken-type items. each
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with a number of sub-items rated 00 the same Likert-type scale. Each item was
analyzed separately [0 determine the frequency of each possible response (1 to 5,
and N/A). The mean rating and standard deviation were then calculated directly
from lhe processing of response values.
In order to dctelllline whether significant differences e,ust between the
competency ratings of elementary and secondary sbldent teacbcl'1. a one-way
analysis of variance was run on each item (p < 0.05).
The results obtained from the present study were also compared to those
obtained in Clark et aI.'s (1994) survey of graduates. This analysis allowed
comparisons to be made between novice teacheIS (defined as student teachers) and
expert teachers (defined as teachers with two or more yean of teaching
experience). The competency ratings of novice teachers were compared to those
of expert teachers using a onc-way analysis of variance (p < 0.05), The mean
rankings of stressors by novices were compared to those of expens to determine
whether these groups differed qualitatively in how they ranked the seven items.
A one-way analysis of variance (p < 0.05) was also conducted on each of the seven
items to determine whether a significant difference exists in the mean ranking of
each item for the two groups.
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Summary
The present study surveyed a group of 221 student teaching interns from
Memorial University's Faculty of Education. Comparisons were made within this
group. and between this group and a group of graduates from the same program.
Both the sample group and the comparison group were shown to be fairly
representative of their parent populations.
The instrument employed in this study was an adaptation of the
questionnaire which was administered to the graduate sample. Tbe insttumcot is
valid in terms of surveying items shown to be relevant in current research in the
field of education.
Items were analyzed by calculating means and standard deviations.
Comparisons between samples were made using a one-way analysis of variance (p
< 0.05).
The methods employed in the present study to sample the population. design
and administer the questionnaire and to analyze the data, allow this researcher to
draw valid conclusions from the findings.
CHAPTER 4
Analysis of the Data, Results, and Discussion
Student Teachers' Self·Ratings or Competency Items
Table 9 reports the mean peoceived competeDcy ratings reported by student
leaching interns for the various competencies in Part C of the survey. Scores by
grade level and expert/novice classification are given only if the mean score of the
two groups differs significantly at the 0.05 level of significance.
It is apparent from Table 9 that nearly all of the scores are close to 4 on the
Liken scale. where I-Poor. 2-Fair. 3-Satisfactory. 4-Good. and 5-ExceUent. Only
five scores feU below a mean of 350: Q4. Q4.1, Q4.2. QIO.4. and Qll.l. The
lowest mean score of 3.46 was given on Q4 and QlO.4; however. even these are
still considerably above satisfactory. Respondents rated competency items Q7
Q7.6, QI2.2. and Q12.4 above the mean of 4.50. indicating a high level of self-
perceived competence.
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Table 9
Mean Perceived Competency in Memorial University's
Teacher Education Program, Reported by Student Teacher Intems
N = 221
.v~'i~~'~i_. 1)1" 'i:lk"H!
QI 423 0.56
Q2 4326 0.67
Q2,1 425 0,70
Q22 4,07 0.74
Q23 428 on 425 4,09
Q2,4 3.93 OAI 391 3,69
Q2,' 4.17 O,n
Q3 3,90 0.64
Qll 3.74 on 3.97 3,60
Q3.2 4,00 O,n
Q3.3 4,00 0~7 428 3.92
Q4 3A' 0.78
Q4J 3.49 0.78
Q42 3.47 092 3.64 33'
Q4,3 4.14 0.69
Q4A 399 0,94 4.12 3.93
Q' 431 M2
QS.I 424 a.iSS
Q'.2 4.t9 0,68
Q53 4.16 0.62
QH 4.14 0,73
Q55 3.02 OAD
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!4vofw. ,.,d ~r.ii" ~ ~~-",,; ;~' .~",-~, ~ r4~ -:".~r~ :';':1 . •
Q6 4.03 0.60
Qeu 4.12 0.64
Q62 4.16 0.62
Q6.3 4.3' 0.61
Q6.4 4.07 0.76
Q65 4.12 0.7S 4.34 3.98
Q6.' J.98 0.70 4.28 3~7
Q6.7 422 0.68
Q7 456 05'
Q7.1 43\ 0.65
Q7.2 4.49 0.61
Q7.3 425 0.61
Q7.4 431 0.66
Q75 3~ 0~1 3.99 3.78
Q7.6 "3 0.61
Q8 4.07 0.64
Q8.1 4,12 0.73
Q82 3.63 on 3.29 351
Q8.3 4.13 0.73
Q8.4 4.14 0.15
Q85 3.98 0.82
Q9 4.16 0.66
Q9.1 4.18 0.64
Q9.2 4.22 0.11
Q93 42. 0.68
QIO 4.08 059
QIO.I 4.08 058
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QIO.2
010.3
QIO.4
QIO.5
QIO.6
QIO.7
QII
QIU
QIl.2
QIl.3
QI1.4
QIlj;
Q11.6
QIL7
QI2
012.1
Q12.2
QL2.3
Q12.4
QI]
Q13.1
Q13.1
Q(D
QI3.4
QI3.3
3.69
].94
].46
3.78
4.19
4.16
]~9
3.47
].78
4.04
3.78
].82
4.04
3.6:5"
429
429
4.37
4.00
4.03
].92
4.01
4.00
].90
3.93
o.n
0.74
0.97
0.82
0.11
0.09
0.79
0.91
0.84
0.14
0.84
0.91
0.83
0.94
0.65
0.63
0.63
0.73
0~2
0.87
.098
0.91
0.91
0.88
0.91
3.95
3.65
].09
3.87
"9
4.<14
43]
424
]2.
4.09
3.74
3.83
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Table 10 shows the incidence of poor or fair ratings of competency items
by the respondents. On fourteen of the items. there were no poor or fair ratings
given. On 68% of the items. less than 5% of the sample rated their competence
as either poor or fair. On only 12% of the items did more than 5% of the sample
rate their competence as either poor or fair. and only one of these items (QIO.4)
had higher than 10% of the respondents give a poor or fair rating.
Table 10
Incideoce of Poor or Fair Ratings
by Student Teachers on 74 Competency Areas
N =221
0 14 19.2
<5% 50 68.5
5-lO% 11.0
>10% 1.3
Tola! 73 100
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Discussion
SbJdent teaching interns from Memorial University clearly feel more than
satisfied with their competency in all areas surveyed. en interpreting these results,
it is important to keep in mind the issue of leniency errors. Research has shown
that student teachers consistently rate their competeocies higher than do their
cooperating teacher or university supervisor (Wheeler and Knoop. 1982; Briggs.
Ricbardson. and Sefzik. 1985; Briggs. 1991). Therefore. although the student
teachers in this study feel confident in their teaching competencies, their
supervisors may not perceive them as possessing the same degree of competency
in the areas surveyed. As bas been DOted previously in this sbJdy, however, the
feeling of competency is an important affective outcome of sbJdent teaching. As
well. student teachers are better able to differentiate between their competencies
than are their supervisors, who are limited by halo effects (Wheeler and Knoop.
1982). It was the purpose of the present study to examine, not the actual level of
competence. but student teachers' self-perceived level of competence. It can be
concluded, then, that Memorial University's Faculty of Education sends forth
graduates who feel competent in their teaching abilities.
Although the overall feeling of competence is good, student teachers clearly
feel more competent in some areas than in others. As Table 10 shows. a relatively
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low proportion of subjects gave a response of poor or fair throughout me
questionnaire. It is wonhwbile to examine. however. the items to which subjects
gave a R:latively low rating, while keeping in mind that even the lower-rated items
were still considerably above satisfactory.
Subjects gave the lowest rating (n = 3.46) to Q4: "Demonstrate a knowledge
of the Newfoundland and Canadian school system.~ Student teachers feel that they
have "satisfactory to good" knowledge of their national and local school systems;
this topic is dealt with in at least three optional education courses: "History of
North American Education," "The History of Education in Newfoundland Since
1800," and "Education and Culmre" (Memorial Univusiry of Newfowu/1and
Calendar 1992-93. p. 221). There are also several courses listed which deal with
Native Education. Therefore, this competency area could be further improved upon
by selecting one of these courses as an elective.
Student teachers gave a similar low rating (n = 3.46) to QlO.4: "Use
information from system-wide standardized testing when appropriate to plan
instruction." In che GradllLlte Survey Faculty ofEducation 1986-1990. Clark: eta!.
(1994) point out that. "System·wide tests are rareLy intended to guide mstlUction.
but are instead designed to be summative" (p. 157). In fact. system·wide tests are
more likely to be used to guide insttuetion for special education teachers. not
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regular classroom teachers. Therefore, although student teachers related their
competency lower than most others, it appears to be a competency that would Dot
be necessary for most regular classroom teachers.
Other items to which subjects responded slightly below a mean of 3.50
were: 04.1: "Know and understand the governance of schools from the local.
provincial. and denominational levels," and Q4.2: "Understand bow the
organization of the district and school bas an impact upon the individual teacher."
Both of these items are sub-competencies to Q4 and deal with the same issue of
knowledge of the school system. Again, these competencies can be directly taught
to education students. and elective cowres dealing with this topic are offered
through the Faculty of Education.
Finally. respondents gave a comparatively low eating (0 = 3.47) to Qll.l:
"Obtain and use information about students from available records." This sub-
competency area falls under the domain of meeting the needs of exceptional
students. As is the case with QlO.4. this would be a competency required much
more by a special education teacber than by a regular classroom teacher. It is not
surprising, then, that this item received a low rating.
Since the intent of this study is to provide information for the purpose of
improving Memorial University's teacher training program, the focus should be 00
both competencies needing further emphasis and on competencies that are well-
5\
addressed and that should be kept at their current level. Thus. it is interesting to
also note the areas in which sb.ldent teachers feel most competent. The overall
highest rating (0 = 4.60) was given to Q12.4: '"Demonstrate ethical behaviour."
There is a clearly deftned code of ethics for teachers in Newfoundland and
Labrador which can be easily accessed by student teachers. The issue of ethical
behaviour is dealt with in several required courses in the field components and in
at least onc optional education course: "School Law For Teachers." It is
interesting to note as well that the graduates from the Clark et aI. study also gave
the highest rating to this item.
The data from this srudy clearly suggests that student teachers feel quite
satisfied with their teaching competencies. Such a feeling of competence in
teaching slcills and abilities can only come from one's training and/or actual
teaching experience. Since the subjects in the present study have had no teaching
experience other than their four-month internship, which constiwtes part of their
training. it can be concluded that the feeling of competence was gained through
Memorial University·s teacher training program.
Differences in the Self.Ratings of Competency Areas as a Function of
Grade Level
In examining elementary/secondary differences in self-ratings of perceived
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competency, it is interesting to note that. although not all differences
statistically significant. elememary interns rated themselves higher than secondary
interns on 11 of the 13 major competency areas and 50 of the 61 sub-competency
areas.
Table 9 indicates on which competency areas elementary and secondary
student teachers gave significantly different ratings. Significant differeoces were
found on one major competency area (Q 12) and seven sub-competency areas (Q3.1.
Q3.3, Q6.5, Q6.6, Qll.l, Q13.2, and QI3.5). In each case. elementary student
teachers gave themselves a higher rating than their secondary counterpartS at the
0.05 level of significance.
Elemenlacy student teachers from the present study felt much better about
their ability to "meet professional responsibilities" (Q12) than did secondary student
teachers. This category involves such responsibilities as professional development.
seLf-evaluation. working with colleagues. and following school district policies.
The ability to meet professional responsibilities. then. seems to be an important
aspect of competence, since one cannot improve upon teaching skills and abilities
without self-cvaluation and professional developmenL
Elementary student teachers gave significantly higher ratings to Q3.1: "Know
and. understand the major theories of human development, " and Q3.3: "Know about
various leaching styles and learning styles and understand their interrelationship."
S3
In examining the degree regulations for elementary majors. as opposed to
secondary majors. one may easily account for this ftnding. The 1992-93 degree
regulations for elementary candidates specifies three required courses relating to
development and teachinglleaming styles: (I) lnrroduction to Child Development.
(2) Principles and Practices of Teaching. and (3) lntroduction to Human Learning
(Memorial Universiry of Nl!Wfoundland Calendar 1992·93. p. 209). Elementary
swdent teachers may bave felt more competent than secondary student teachers in
their underslanding of human development and teachinglleamlng styles because
they received more training in these areas.
Elementary student teachers also felt more competent in lheir use of
instructional techniques. They gave significantly higher ratings to Q6.S: '"Use a
balance of individual. small group. and large group instlUctionaJ arrangements; and
Q6.6: "Match teaching styles and methods with the learning situation and the
leaming styles of students." Again, these differences may be accounted for by
examining degree regulations. Elementary degree candidates were required to
complete a course dealing specifically with curriculum. focusing on teaching styles
and the learning environment They were also required to complete a course
entitled "Principles and Practices of Teaching," dealing with planning and directing
a variety of leaming experiences for students (Memorial University of
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Newfoundland Cal,ndar 1992-93. p. 207). Then: wen: no comparable required
courses for secondary degree candidates.
One of the lowest rated hems for the overall sample was Q11.1: "Obtain
and use information about students from available records." Elementary student
teachers, however. gave a significantly higher rating to this item than did secondary
student teachers. As is the case with the previously discussed items, this difference
may be accounted for by examining the teacher training program. Elementary
degree candidates for 1992-93 were required to complete a course on assessment
whicb dealt with. in part. the interpretation and application of Standardized test
scores (Memorial Universiry of Newfoundland Calendar 1992-93, p. 207). This
course had no comparable required counterpart in the secondary program.
Finally. elementary student teachers gave significantly higber ratings than
secondary student teachers to Q132: "Obtain and use information about students
from parents," and Q13.5: ·Use community resources in instruction." Although
there are no actual education course listings which deal with parental and
community involvement in leaching. elemenwy degree candidates receive more
training in topics such as instructiooal techniques. individual learning styles.
teaching styles and methods. and programme developmeot With their additional
lrainJng in lhese areas, elemenwy student teachers may feel more competent in
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their ability to use information from parents and community resources to guide
instruction.
The findings from the present study are consistent with the research
literature on differences between elementary and secondary majors. As bas been
noted in Chapter 2 of the present study, differences have been demonsttated
between these two groups in terms of: the quality of their field experiences
(Killian and McIntyre, 1986); their entry characteristics into teaching (Killian and
McIntyre, 1988; Book and Freeman. 1986); their primary concerns as teachers
(Pigge and Marso. 1989); their conceptions of a good teacber (Weinstein. 1988);
their responses to disruptive learners (Niemann. Ball. and CaldweU. 1989); and
their self-ratings of select teilching competencies (Briggs and Sefzik. 1985; Briggs,
1991).
Overall, me findings show that elementary teachers and student teachers
report a better quality of field experience and higber ratings of self-perceived
competence than their secondary counterparts. The present study demonstrates that
elementary student teachers from Memorial University perceive themselves to be
more competent in select teaching skills and abilities than do secondary student
teachers. although both groups rated their competencies quite highly.
Given the differences in competency ratings. one might speculate that
elementary student teachers feel more competent because they have less difficult
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concepts to teach. It might also be argued, however. that secondary student
teachers would feel quite competeDt because they work largely in subject areas in
which they bold degrees. As well. many of the items surveyed do not deal with
the actual teaching of subject matter (for example. "meeting professional
responsibilities").
It might be s~ulated that the differences in ratings reflect, not the entire
training program. but only the student teaching experience. Killian and Mcintyre
(1986; 1988) cited evidence which shows that elementary and secondary majors
differ significantly in the quality of their field experience. The elementary subjects
from their studies reported a bener quality field experience, with more direct
interaction with students and cooperating teachers.
Finally. it might be argued that secondary student teachers are just as
competent as elementary student teachcn. but are more reluctant to rate themselves
as so. There seems to be no factor, however. which points to, or can account for
greater leniency effects by secondary majors. either in the study or in the literature.
Another explanation for the current fIndings is that elementuy degree
candidates may have a better training program foc their needs, than do their
secondary counterparts. There are clear differences between the two preparation
programs. with the secondary program focusing more on the subject area to be
taught and methods for teaching this subject, while the elementary program focuses
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more 00 the overall elementary curriculum and more general teaching methods.
The 1992-93 regulations for the degree of Bacbelor of Education. Primary and
Elementary. specifies that candidates must complete a minimum of twenty-three
courses in education. Candidates were also required to enrol in a four-momh
internship. after successful completion of the Professional Yeat. "The Professional
Year consists of ten specified education courses and the compulsory concurrent
non-credit field experience" (Memorial Unjv~rsjty ofN&4oundland Calendar 1992-
93, p. 206). The secondary program for 1992-93 required only twelve courses in
education. and the internship was an option as opposed to a requirement Swdents
enroted in the secondary preparation program did not complete a Professional Year
(see Appendix C for degree requirements).
In comparing these findings to those of Clark et a1. (1994), it is interesting
to note that secondary teachers who graduated from Memorial University also
scored themselves lower than other teachers on a wide range of competency items.
As Clark et al. point out, several of these differences are not explicable unless we
presume differences in the quality and/or amount of professional training.
In all, the fmdings from the present study, as well as those from the Clark
et al. study, point toward the conclusion that Memorial University's elementary
teacher training program produced graduates who felt more competent in their
S8
teaching skills and abilities than did those from the secondary program. This
finding is not surprising. considering the differences in the two programs. In recent
years, however. changes have beeD made in the secondary degree regulations. one
of which requi..-es secondary candidates to complete an internship program.
There are also new required courses in the secondary degree program which
were not offered in the old program (see Appendix D). These courses will be
examined as they relate to elementary and secondary differences in competency
ratings. One such course is "Effective Teaching." This course covers topics such
as classroom management. planning, general models of teaching, and deals with
teaching strategies such as grouping. The course allows for simulated teacbiDg
experience. The competencies which arc dealt with in Q6.5 (grouping) and Q6.6
(teaching scyles and methods), although not dealt with in the old program. are now
covered WIder new secondary degree regulations.
Another required course in the new secoodacy degree regulations is "1be
Nature of Late Adolescence," which relates to competency item 3.1: "Know and
understand the major theories of human development." and Q3.3: "Know about
various teaching styles and learning styles and understand their interrelationsh.ip."
In the old program. degree candidates had a choice of one of three courses, each
dealing with one or the other of these competencies. The new course deals with
adolescent development and relates it to teaching and learning. thus covering both
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competency items.
The new degree requirements include a required course in evaluation of
Teaching and Learning.- This course deals. in part. with assessing students and
applying assessment results. The course relates to competency item Qll.l:
"Obtain and use information about students from available records." which was
rated significantly lower by secondary studcnlleachers from the old program, as
compared to their elementary counterparts.
As with the old program. there are no COW"SeS dealing with parental and
community involvement in teaching. Given the additional training in topics such
as planning. teaching strategies. models of teaching, and learning styles, secondary
student teachers frOID the new program may feel more competent in their ability
to use information from parents and community resources to guide instruction.
The other item which received a significantly lower rating by secondary, as
compared to elementary sb.Jdent teacbers. was Q12: "Meet professional
responsibilities." This was the only major competency item in which a significant
difference was found. Since there is no course in either the elemeotary or
secondary (new or old) programs dealing with this topic, it is difficult to speculate
as to the cause of this finding. It is possible that the higher rating reflects the
overall greater feeling of competency by elementary student teachers.
In conclusion. there was a tendency for elementary student teachers in the
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present study to rate their self-perceived competency higher than secondary student
teaebe~. It seems that differences in training programs for the two groups may
account for this finding. Since the data for the present study were: coUected,
however, changes have been made in the secondary teacher preparation pcogram..
many of which compensate for deficiencies in the old program. It would be
wonhwhile to compare the self-ratings of competency for secondary student
teachers in the new versus the old programs.
Expert and Novice Differences in Self~Ratingsof Competence
In comparing the presentswdy to the findings of OarketaL (1994), aneean
examine the differences. in terms of self-perceived competence, between student
teachers from Memorial University and. teachers with varying years of experience.
For the purpose of classification. student teachers were given the title "novice,"
while the title "Cltpert" refers to those teachers from the Clack et a1. study with two
or more years of teaching experience.
The literature is replete wiLh examples of expert and novice differences in
teaching. These differences have been explained in terms of: stages (Bloom and
Jorde-Bloom, 1987; Dreyfus and Dreyfus, 1986), primary concerns (Fuller, 1969),
images (Calderhead and Robson, 1991), and schemata (Rich. 1993).
Recent research on expert and novice teachers shows that there are
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qualitative differences between these two groups in terms of tbeic teaching
practices. In general. the expert teacher has been shown to be more skillful and,
in a sense, more competent than the novice teacher. For e;umple. Rich (1993)
showed how me advanced schemata of experts allows them to understand
classroom events in a way that is more elaborate. interrelated. and accessible than
that of a novice. Calderhead and Robson (1991) demonstrated that the knowledge
of an expert teacher is more organized than that of a novice. Sabers, Cushing, and
Berliner (1991) found that expert teachers. as compared to novices and advanced
beginners, were better able to monitor classroom events, interpret instructional
strategies. and offer solution strategies for classroom problems. Clarridge and
Berliner (1991) found that experts were more likely than novices or advanced
beginners to attribute abilities to students and to predict performance based on
ability. Experts were more Likely to attribute negative student behaviour to factors
over which they had no control (for example, students' disliking of math), while
beginning teachers attributed such behaviour to factors within their control (for
example, content of the lesson). Livingston and Borko (1989) demonstrated that
expert and novice teachers differ in terms of their lesson planning, interactive
teaching, and their post·lesson reflections. Reynolds (1992) found experts to be
more proficient in planning lessons than are novices. They are better equipped at
handling discipline problems and in answering students' questions. Expert teachers
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are also better able to reflect on their own teaching and 00 student responses in
order 00 refine their own teaching practices.
Research bas demonstrated the superiority of expert over novice teachers in
nearly every aspect of leaching. Given theses findings. one might assume that
more experienced reachers would rate their leaching competencies significantly
higher than would novice teachers. As Table 9 shows, however, this hypothesis
is nOl supported by the present study. There were no significant differences
between the ratings of expert and novice teachers on any of the thirteen major
competency items. Only eight of me sixty-one sub-items reflected significant
differences in ratings. with experts rating themselves higher on only six of these
sub-items.
Experts gave significantly higher ratings to Q2.3: ·Understand the purpose
and value of the material to be taugbL" and Q2.4: "Know appropriate sources of
additional infolUlation about the material to be taughL" Both of these items relate
to knowledge of the academic content of the subject to be taUghL This finding
supports the premise that experts have a better content knowledge of the subject
material to be laughL Berliner (1991) holds that experts have a greater content
knowledge than novices. "Here we refer to a teacher's llOderstanding of the
structure, salient concepts. relations among concepts, and ways of thinking that are
characteristics of such curriculum. areas as history. physics. or English Iiterarure"
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(p. 147). This need for content knowledge is also recognized by Livingston and
Borko (1989). They suggest that student teachers should teach subjects for which
they have strong content preparation, and they should teach the same content more
than oncc.
Experts also gave higher ratings on Q42: "Understand how the organization
of the district and school has an impact upon the individual teacher," and Q4.4:
"Understand the rights and responsibilities of sQjdents, parents. and teachers." Both
of these items are sub-items to Q4. dealing with knowledge of the Newfoundland
and Canadian school system. As has been pointed out, this is one of the lowest
rated items for the sample of student teacbers. There are, however, at least three
optional education courses which deal with this topic. (t seems, then. that this
knowledge may come as much from experience in teaching as from the teacher
preparation program.
Experts gave a significantly higher rating to Q7.5: "Handle discipline fairly
and consistently." This is consistent with the findings on stress in the present
study. The topic of classroom. management was ranked as the greatest stressoc by
both novice and experienced teachers in this study. It was given a significantly
higher mean ranking by student teachers than by experienced teachers. The student
teachers' lack of self-perceived competence in this area may be due to this topic
not baving been adequately dealt with in the teacher training program. but it may
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also reflect that the ability to bandle discipline increases with teaching experience.
Finally, experts gave a significantly higher rating than novices on QIl.2:
"Identify students who require a refenal to obtain the assistance of specialists."
This sub-item falls under the domain of meeting the needs of exceptional swdents.
This appears to be a competency area required much more by special education
teachers than by regular classroom teachers. In the teacher training program, in
fact, most of the courses dealing with this topic are restricted to special education
majors. The ability to identify special needs students. however. would be required
by a regular classroom teacher. since it is this teacher who must identify the
students and make the referral. Again. this ability likely improves with experience.
as well as resulting from training.
It was surprising to find. in the present srudy, mal novices gave a higher
self~rating of competency than expett5 on two items. Q8.2: "Engage student in
selecting their own learning objectives and activities." and Q13.5: "Use community
resources in instruction." [t is difficult to account for this finding, since there have
not been significant changes in the teacher preparation progrnm for the two groups.
Since the novice group lacks the experience of expens. it cannot be explained by
actual job experience. It remains a possibility, then, that student teachers may
over·rate their competence. This hypothesis is consistent with research literature
on student teacher self-rating of competency, which shows that they tend to rate
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themselves higher than would their peers or supervisors (Wheeler and Knoop.
1982; Holzbach. 1978; Briggs and Sefzik. 1985; Briggs. 1991).
The surprising finding in this study is not the differences between the two
groups of subjects. but the similarities between them. Both the experts and the
novices gave the highest rating to item 12.4. referring to ethical behaviour. Both
groups gave the lowest rating to item 10.4: "Using information from system-wide
standardized testing when appropriate to plan instruction." As with the present
swdy. the teachers from the Clark et aI. study felt more than satisfied with their
competency in all areas surveyed Contrary to what one would expect. expert
teachers rated themselves higher than novices on only six of a tow of seventy-four
items.
One possible explanation for this fmding bas already been touched upon in
the present discussion. There is ample research which shows the tendency of
student teachen; to over-rate their competence when their ratings are compared to
those of their peers and supervisors. It may be the case that student teachers do
not possess the same skill level and competency as expen teachers. but they
perceive themselves as so. The fact that novices rated themselves higher than
experts on two items. despite having no additional training or experience, supports
this hypothesis.
Another possible explanation for the present finding involves the
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classification scheme. This researcher classified student teachers as novices and
experienced teachers from the Clark et aI. study as experts. The problem is.
however. the subjects from the Clark. et aI. study graduated in either 1986. 1988,
or 1990. Most of the expert group would probably have only between two and six
years of teaching experience. Some researchers would classify the experts from. the
present study as advanced beginners, where experts have five or more years of
teaching experience. advanced beginners are student teachers or fl!St-year teachers.
and novices have no pedagogical training (Berliner. 1991; Sabers. Cushing. and
Berliner. 1991; Ctarridge and Berliner, 1991). Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1986, as cited
in Berliner, 1991), propose a five stage model in the progression from novice to
expert novice. advanced beginner, competent performer. proficient teacher. and
expert. As with the present study, Dreyfus and Dreyfus would classify student
teachers as novices. The experts from the present study, however. could be
classified as competent performer, proficient teacher or expert, by the Dreyfus and
Dreyfus model. The reason for me lack of differentiation between novice and
expert in tbe present study may be attributed 00 me fact that some of the
experienced teachers do not have enough experience to qualify ilS expens.
In their study, Clark: et at. (1994), specula[ed as [Q whether [he feeling of
competence demonsttated by their subjects was due to tbeir naining program at
Memorial Universi[)' or due [0 job experience (p. 156). Since the novices from the
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present study rated their competency about as high as the experts from the Clark
et aI. study. it seems that the feeling of competence is more a product of Memorial
University's leaCher training program.
Student Teachers' Rankings oC Seven Common Teacher Stressors
In Pan B of the survey. respondents were asked to rank: seven teacher
sttessors in tenns of bow stressful each was to the respondent (1 = least stressful.
7 = most stressful). Table Il presents the mean rankings and smndard deviations
of each of me seven stressors.
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Table 11
Mean Rankings and Standard Deviations for Seven Stressors,
as Ranked by Student Teachers
N =221
Classroom management
and discipline
Time Management
Meeting personal and
professional goals
ParenNcacher relations
and interactions
Maintaining my health
and energy
Getting along with and
working wiLh school
administrators/superviso
IS
Getting along with and
working with other
teachers
eli Me..it.""V ~",. ~De.wi; ..
5.13 1.95
4.65 L79
4.10 155
3.88 L71
3.04 1.82
3.03 1.61
2.25 1.63
These findings are consistent with current research on teacher stress. Fuller
and Brown (1975) described concerns about class control as the most significant
stressor for student teachers. Borko. Lalik. and Tomchin (1987) found that student
teacher.> viewed behaviour problems as a major factor conbibuting to unsuccessful
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lessons. How they handled discipline influenced their perceptions of themselves
as successful teacbers. Borg and Riding (1991). in a review of the literature 00
factors related to teacher SlreSs, found that teachers reported the greatest stress
ratings for factors related to pupil misbehaviour and time/resource difficulties.
These two factors were also rated as most stressful by student teachers in the
present study. Blase (1986) also found student discipline to be a major source of
stress for teachers. Time resources roUawed as a significant stressor. Davis (1990)
listed three top stressors for student teachers which were cited with almost equal
frequency: time pressure, the classroom situation (including such topics as class
control), and the cooperating teacher. Kyriacou (1987), although be did Dot rank
order stressors, listed these as sources of stress for teachers: pupil misbehaviour,
working conditions, relationships with coUeagues. salary. status. and role conflicL
Morris and Morris (1980. as cited in Bowers. Eichner. and Sacks. 1983). in a
summary of research on stress in student teaching, found foue major areas of stress:
student behaviours, relationships with supervisors, self-adequacy, and learner
achievement In the Borg and Riding study. factors related [0 poor staff
relationships and professional recognition needs were rated as the least stressful.
Although the preseot study did not target professional recognition needs, as with
Borg and Riding, the two factors relating to staff relationships were rated as le41St
stressful by the respondents.
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The rankings of stress factors by student teachers are nearly identical to
those by experienced teachers from the Oark. et a1. study. In comparing lhis dara
to a similar study conducted more than ten years ago (Klas. Kennedy, and Kendall-
Woodward. 1984: Klas. Kendall-Woodward. and Kennedy. 1985), there are
apparent differences in the rankings of sttessors by teachers. The KJas et aI. study
was based on data from 799 regular classroom and special education teachers from
Newfoundland and Labrador. The researchers found that teachers. regardless of
grade level or area taught. were experiencing a moderate level of stress. Unlike
leaChers in the present study, however. they rated time management as the most
stressful factor and parent-teacher relations as the second most stressful. The
category of student behaviour placed futh for the overall sample.
In comparing Newfoundland teacher stress rankings of the 80s to those of
r.he 90s. one can conclude that time management bas been. and continues to be. a
significant teacher stressor. The category of student behaviour. however, has
moved from. its place as a medium-level stressor, to the top stressor for
Newfoundland and Labrador teachers.
It bas been speculated in school staff-rooms across this province that student
bebaviour has deteriorated over the past decade. Students seem to bold less respect
for teachers and are more likely to assen their individual rights. This may explain
the higher ranking of student misbehaviour as a source of stress for both beginning
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and experienced teachers. It is also interesting to note the changes in classroom
sttuctllre that have occurred over the last decade. As schools in this province
incorporated a whole·language and cooperative learning approach, the layout of
classrooms has changed from the old row by row structure to more learning centers
and group worle. This, without a doubt. bas resulted in more student-to-student
interaction and less classroom structure. Teachers are no longer in the forefront.
with a captive audience of students. Students. rather, have more interaction with
each other and the learning environment. making it more difficult for teachers to
maintain control.
Expert and Novice Differences in the Rankings of Seven Common
Stressors
Student teachers rankings of stressors can be compared to those of
experienced teachers from me Clark: et aI. (1994) study. Table 12 presents the
mean rankiogs and standard deviations for the seven stressors as cited in Clark. et
a1. study.
nTable U
Mean Rankings and Standard Deviations for Seven Stressor'S,
as Ranked by Experienced Teachers
N = 221
Classroom management 4.74 1.97
and discipline
Time Management 4.70 1.93
Meeting personal and 4.30 1.80
professional goals
Parent-teacher relations 3.69 1.71
and interactions
Maintaining my health 3.40 1.74
and energy
Getting along with and 3.30 1.97
working with school
administrators/superviso
rs
Getting along with and 2.41 1.61
working with other
teachers
Immediately apparent from these two sets of data (Table 11 and Table 12),
is the fact that both the novice and experienced teachers gave nearly identical rank
ordering of the seven stressors. The only difference is a reversal of the fifth and
sixth ranked items. Both groups found "Classroom management and discipline" to
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be the most stressful. and "Getting along with and working with other teachers" the
least stressful. The fmdings of the present study agree with those of Kaunitz.
Spokane, Lisstiz, and Strein (1986), who cite evidence which shows that the
stressful situations encountered by experienced teachers ace very similar to those
encountered by student teachers. Both groups repon stress in situations involving
student discipline. pedagogical functions. successful performance. and
organizational matters. Fimian and Blanton (1987) also conclude that stress factors
experienced by trainees and fIrst-year teachers are similar to those evidenced in the
experienced teacher population. Fuller (1969), in his stages of concern model,
recognizes class control as a major stressor of teachers. but holds that this concern
lessens with teaching experience. The present findings provide support for Fuller's
premise. since the novice group gave a significantly higher mean ranking to this
item than did the e~pert group (see Table 13).
Not only do student teachers experience the same sources of stress as
experienced teachers. but they also experience additional sources of stress. related
largely to the nature of the student teaching practicum. MacDonald (1993) cites
these additional sources of stress for student teachers:
role clarification (not knowing their role in the cooperating teacher's
classroom).
expectations (not knowing what was e~pected of them by their cooperating
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teacher),
conformity (their role to fit in to an already established structure),
time constraints,
evaluation and inconsistency with evaluation criteria.
assignments.
discussions with peers which led to comparisons. and
lack of feedback.
Kaunitz et aI. cite additional sources of stress for student teachers: pupils liking
them; being accepted; knowledge of the subject matter. what to do in case they
make a mistake or run out of material; relating personally and professionally to
other faculty members; cooperating teachers. supervisors, the school system. and
parents; disciplining and motivating students; maintaining control; and achieving
lesson goals (p. 169). There is no doubt, therefore, that the student teacher
practicum is a stressful experience.
Although respondents in both studies were asked to rank: common stressors.
they did not rate them in terms of degree of stress (for example, [ow, moderate, or
high). Therefore, conclusions cannot be made regarding the degree of stress
experienced by Newfoundland teachers and student teachers from this study_
Although one would expect the degree of stress to lessen with experience and
expertise. Borg and Riding found that the more experienced teachers from their
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study reported greater stress than their less experienced colleagues.
Table 13 compares the mean rankings of stressors for expert and novice
teachers. with significant differences denoted by an asterisk.
Table 13
Comparison of Mean Rankings of Stressor'S
for Expert and Novice Teachers
N =221
"'Time management
Meeting personal and professional goals
Parent-teacher relations and interactions
Maintaining my health and energy
"'Getting along with and working with
school administrators/supervisors
Getting along with and working with
other teachers
4.21
3.71
3.29
3.54
2.47
4.05
3.78
2.99
3.09
2.24
"'Significant at the 0.05 level of significance.
The novice group ranked "Classroom management and discipline" as
significantly more stressful than the expert group, at the 0.05 level of significance.
Although it was ranked the top stressor by both groups, it seems to be significantly
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more stressful for student teachers. This is not surprising, since this group is new
to reaching and has not had experience in classroom management skills. With
experience, teachers may learn management and discipline strategies. Added to the
stress of disruptive classroom behaviour for novice teachers is the fact that they are
generally being observed and evaluated by a supervisor.
The expert group gave significantly higher rankings to "Time management,"
and "Getting along with and working with school administrators (supervisors)."
Time management may be less stressful to student teachers since, for most of the
practicum experience, they are not expected to teach a full day, but rather teach
select lessons. As well. the issue of getting along with school administrators and
supervisors would probably be less stressful for student teachers who are in the
position for only four months, as opposed to teachers were are there more long-
<erm.
Since the purpose of me present research is to guide improvements to the
teacher training program at Memorial University, the focus is on areas of
deficiency. Clearly, for both the novice and experienced teacher, maintaining
classroom management and discipline is the factor which causes the most stress.
It follows, then, that Memorial University's teacher training program should be
examined to determine whether this aspect of teaching is adequately dealt with in
the training program.
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Despite the vast documentation regarding class control and its relation to
teacher stress, it seems that the issue of how to manage a class is rarely addressed
in teacher training programs. Merrett and Wheldall (1993), in a study on classroom
management,. found that 86% of the teachers surveyed reported that they had to
learn classroom management skills on the job. It seems that the same may be true
for teachers from Memorial University. In the education degree requirements for
1992-93. none of the required courses deal directly with the issue of classroom
management and discipline. There are courses in the special education program
with deal with behaviour problems of children and adolescents, but often these
courses are restricted to special education majors. There is an optional course
listed which deals with the nature and management of stress. As Kyriacou (1987)
points out, however. "In general. strategies aimed at improving teachers'
professional skills and competencies to meet the demands of being a reacher have
proved more successful than Ehose aimed at developing psychological techniques
reducing Ehe experience of stress ..." (p_ 150). It makes sense that teachers learn
to manage disruptive behaviour, rather than manage the stress resulting from lack
of preparation and skills in this area.
CHAPTERS
Summary, Conclusion, and Recommendations
Summary of Findings
The present study provides evidence to show that student teaching interns
from Memorial University feel more than satisfied with their competency in all
areas surveyed. They feel more competent in some areas than others. They rated
themselves highest on the item referring to ethical behaviour. Relatively low
ratings were given to items dealing with knowledge of the school system and items
dealing with using information from available records or standardized testing to
guide instruction. (t is important to keep in mind. however. that even these low
ratings were still considerably above satisfactory.
In general, elementary student teachers rated themselves higher on selected
teaching competencies than did secondary student teachers. The Clark et aI. (1994)
study also found that secondary teachers who graduated from Memorial University
scored themselves lower than other teachers on a wide range of competency items.
Considering the research literature on expert/novice differences in teaching,
one might expect that more experienced teachers would rate their teaching
competencies significantly higher than novice teachers. The present study found
no significant differences in ratings on any of the thirteen major competency areas.
Experts rated themselves significantly higher than novice teachers on only six of
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the sixty-one sub-items.
Student teachers from. the present study gave the following rank ordering of
stressors, from most to least stressful:
L. Classroom management and discipline
2. Time management
3. Meeting personal and professional goals
4. Parent-teacher relations and interactions
5. Maintaining my health and energy
6. Getting along with and working with school administrators/supervisors
7. Getting along with and working with other teachers
Teachers from the Clack: et aI. study gave the fonowing rank ordering of
stressors, from most to least stressful:
l. Classroom management and discipline
2. Time management
3. Meeting personal and professional goals
4. Parent-teacher relations and interactions
5. Getting along with and working with school administrators/supervisors
6. Maintaining my health and energy
7. Getting along with and working with other teachers
Sbldent teachers from the present study gave a higher mean ranking than did
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teachers from the Clark: et aI. study on "Classroom management and discipline."
The experienced teachers gave a significantly higher mean ranking to -rime
management" and "Getting along with and worlriog with school
administrators/supervisors."
Limitations
In interpreting the findings from the present study. it is important to keep
in mind factors which may Limit generalizations. Although teachers from the Clark
et aI. (1994) study were shown to be fairly representative of the parent population.
the sample was somewhat limited in terms of age, rural/urban placement. and
teaching experience. The majority of the respondents {47.5%} were aged 26 to 30.
The average age of teachers in 1990-91. at the time the study was conducted. was
39.1 yeacs (Education Statistics E/~mencary·S~condary 1993·1994, p. 110).
Significantly more of these teacbers had held a position in a naal. as opposed to
an urban. school. As Clark el ai. point out., however...... there is considerably
more turnover in positions in the rural areas than in the urban areas of the
province" (p. 5L). Since the respondents had graduated between 1986 and 1990,
most subjects were limited to a maximum of six years of teaching experience. This
factor may aCCOlUlt for some of the lack of differentiation between the novice and
expert group in terms of their self-ratings of competency. If amount of experience
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is the key factor in the development of expertise. then most subjects from the elar:k:
et aI. study cannot be classified as expert.
In adapting the questionnaire from. the graduate survey to be used by the
srudent reaching population. this researcher over-looked an obvious fault in
wording. Question 4 of Pact A of the survey. referring to "degree awarded," should
have read '1>egree to be awarded upon graduation." Since more than balf of the
sample did Rot respond to that item, only a small number of respondents could be
classified as elementary or secondary. Although sample sizes can be considered
sufficient. the fmdings would be more conclusive given a larger sample size.
Pan C of the survey used in we present study asked respondents to rate their
level of competency on select teaching competency items. One must assume that
srudent teachers can accurately assess their level of competence in the areas
surveyed. Research shows. however, that swdent teachers may over-rate their
competency (Wheeler and Knoop. 1982; Briggs. Richardson. and Sefzik. 1985;
Briggs, 1991). Therefore, conclusions can be made about student teachers' feeling
of competence but not their actual level of competence. Furthermore, a feeling of
competence, as opposed to actual competence, does not necessarily translate to
better leaming outcomes for students.
Finally, in Part B of the swvey, respondents were asked to rank seven
common teacher stressors. The mean rank: ordering of items allowed. this
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researcher to draw conclusions as to which factors are most or least stressful for
teachers and student teachers. The respondents were not required. however, to cate
their level of stress. Conclusions cannot be made. therefore. as to whether student
teachers. or reachers from the Clark et a1. study. are experiencing a low, moderate.
or high level of stress.
Conclusions and Recommendations
Student teachers from Memorial University feel more than satisfied with
their competency in all areas surveyed. They clearly feel more competent in some
areas than in others. Respondents gave relatively lower ratings to items dealing
with knowledge of the national and local school system. Although this topic is
dealt with directly in at least three education courses, each of the courses is
optional. This researcher recommends that at least one of these courses be made
a requirement in the teacher training program.
Respondents also gave a relatively low rating to two items dealing with
using information from standardized testing or available records to guide
instruction. As has been noted previously in this study, such a skill would be more
beneficial to a special education teacher than a regular classroom teacher. This
researcher, then, would not interpret this finding as a weakness in Memorial
University's teacher training program.
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It appears from the data caUceled in this study that elementary studeot
teachers feci more competent in some of their reaching skills and abilities than do
their secondary counterparts. This premise is further supported by the fUldings of
Clark et ai. (1994). In analyzing the 1992-1993 education degree requirements. one
can easily account for this fmding. Elementary degree candidates were required
to complete twenty-three education courses. a professional year, and a four-month
internship. Secondary degree candidates were required to complete only twelve
education courses without a professional year. The internship program was an
option for the latler group. It should be nored, however, that changes have since
been made to the degree requirements. one of which is a mandatory internship for
secondary students. As weD, additional required courses have been added to the
secondary degree requirements. many of which address areas of deficiency in the
old program. This researcher recommends that further research be conducted to
determine whether secondary teachers or student teachers from the new program
feel more competent in their teaching skills and abilities than those from the old
program. Housego «(990) eltamined program changes made in 1981 to the teacber
lraining program at the University of British Columbia. He found that student
teachers' feelings of preparedness to reacb increased significantly in the new
program. This researcher speculates that the same will be found with the changes
made to Memorial University's secondary degree program..
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Although one might expect teacbers with experience to have a higher level
of self-perceived competency than novice teachers. the present findings do not
suppon that hypothesis. Despite obvious fault with the classification scheme of
expert/novice. valid conclusions can be drawn from this data.. Since both experts
and novices feel about equally competent in their teaching skills and abilities. it can
be concluded that this feeling of competency can be attributed Largely to Memorial
University's training program. as opposed to teaching experience gained in the
work field.
In comparing the rank: ordering of stressors for novice and experienced
teachers. one immediately becomes aware of the similarities (Table 11 and Table
12). Both groups gave nearly an identical mean rank: ordering of stressors.
"Classroom management and discipline~ was ranked highest by both groups but
significantly higher for novices than experts. [t is not surprising that teachers and
student teachers experience stress in dealing with this issue since. for the most pact,
this !epic is nOl dealt with in their teacher training program.. Merrett and Wheldall
(1993), in their resean:h on classroom management. noted that lhe evidence
produced so far suggests that classroom behaviour management is not a major
concern of teacher training establishments" (p. 93). Despite the lack of training in
these skills, 93% of the subjects in their study rated the ability to control a class
as "very important" and the remaining 7% rated it as "important" Eighty percent
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of the teachers in this study were prepared to attend a course on classroom
behaviour management., whicb they believed would be beneficial. particularly in the
reduction of stress. A high proportion of their subjects felt that such courses would
be of great benefit to beginning teachers. It seems that Memorial University's
teacher training program is also deficient in this area Although there are courses
dealing with problem behaviour. these are generally restricted to special education
majors. lime management,· rated as the second highest stressor by both groups.
is also absent from education course descriptions. There is an education course
offered which deals with the nature and management of stress; however. it is an
optional course and as has already been pointed out, it is better to improve
competencies than to learn to deal with the suess resulting from a lack of skill in
a certain area. This researcher recommends that the course be made a requirement
for education degree candidates. A course dealing specifically with classroom and
time/resource management should also be made a requirement of the pcogrnm. In
terms of time management. student teachers should be advised that student teaching
is a full·time job. and should be discouraged from taking outside work. During the
internship. they should be given a small pay incentive or additional allowance so
that they do not feel the need to work at outside jobs. This researcher also
recommends that they be given cwnculum. guides. textbooks. and other materials
prior to student teaching so that they may have a head start in preparing for their
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practicum.
Suggestions for Further Research
A most significant ftnding in the present study is the tendency for
elementary tcachers and student teachers to perceive themselves as more competent
than their secondary counterparts. Subsequent to data collection for lhis srudy,
however. changes have been made to education degree requirements. one of which
is a mandatory four-month internship for secondary degree candidates. A
worthwhile focus for further research would involve surveying student teachers and
graduates from the new program to determine whether they perceive themselves to
be more competent lhan their counterparts from the old program. As in the present
study. their self-perceived level of teaching competency could also be compared to
that of elementary teachers and student reachers.
Another significant finding from the present study deals with the rank
ordering of stressor items by teachers and student teachers. Although conclusions
can be made about which items are more or less stressful. this tells us very little
about the actual level of stress encountered by teachers and student teachers in the
Newfoundland and Labrador school system. An area foc further research would
involve surveying lhc actual level of stress (low. moderate. or high) produced by
these stressor items.
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Briggs and Richardson (1992) cited evidence sbowing that •As a general
rule. elementary student teacbers tend to have less stress than secondary student
teachers" (p. 268). It would be interesting to examine this data further to determine
if there ace differences in the rankings of suessors for elementary and secondary
swdent teachers. A study comparing the Quantitative level of stress for elementary
and secondary student teachers would also be interesting.
Finally, it bas been pointed out in the present study that studeot teachers
experience many of the same stressors as experienced teachers, and additional
sources of stress related to the nature of their internship. A worthwhile focus for
further research would be an examination of the coping strategies used by student
teachers.
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APPENDIX B
MEMORIAL UNIVERSITY OF NEWFOUNDLAND
SURVEY OF INTERNS
1992,1993
PART A
Please provide the following information about yourself.
I. Gender. F__
2. Age: 20-25_ 26-3o__ 31-35_ 36-40__ over 40_
3. Name of community in which internship was completed:
4. Undergraduate degree(s) awarded:
B.A.
B.Sc.
B.Voc.Ed.
B.Sp.Ed.
Conjoint
PARTB
B.Ed. (PrimaIy)
B.Ed. (Elementary)
B.Ed. (Secondary)
Diploma (Specify)
Second Degree
Other (Specify)
Following are seven categories of stressors for teachers. Please rank them in order.
from I to 7, in terms of how stressful each category is for you. A ranking of ~7"
is most stressful.
Maintaining my health and energy.
Classroom management and discipline.
Getting along with and working widt other teachers.
Time management
Getting along with and working with school
administr.ltonlsupervisors.
Meeting persooal and professional goals.
Parent-teacher relations and interactions.
PARTe
Several teacher competencies are Listed below. Please indicate your perception of
youe present skill level using the following rating scale.
J. Demonstrate facility in oral and wriJten communication
skills.
2. Demonstrate Icnowkdge of the academic conJenl of the
subject(s) being taught.
2.1 Know and understand the major principles and concepts of the
academic area(s).
2.2 Possess accurate and up-to-date knowledge of subject matter.
2.3 Understand the purpose and value of the material to be taught.
2.4 Know appropriate sources of additional information about the
material to be [aught
2.5 Am able to teach and evaluate my students' grammac and
composition skills in the subjects [ teach.
J. Demonstrate Icnow/edge of human growth and developnunt
as it relates to the teaching·leaming process.
3.1 Know and understand the major theories of human
development.
3.2 Understand how physical, social. emotional, and intellectual
development relate to planning and organizing instruction.
3.3 Know about various teaching styles and learning styles and
understand their interrelationship.
4. Demonstrate a knowledge of the NewfoflndlmuJ and.
Canadian school system.
4. L Know and understand the governance of schools from the
local. provincial, and denominational levels.
4.2 Understand how the organization of the district and school has
an impact on the individual teacher.
4.3 Understand the role of the school as a social institution.
4.4 Understand the rights and responsibilities of students, parents.
and teachers.
5. Plan instruction to achieve selected objectives.
5.1 Identify and sequence goals of instruction.
POOR FAIR SATISFACTORY
(1) (2) (3)
5.2 Identify and sequence objectives for instruction.
5.3 Identify leaching procedures and sequence learning activities.
5.4 Select appropriate human resources, materials. and media.
5.5 Plan instructional activities which provide for individual
differences.
6. Effective implement instructional pllJns and use approprillle
instructional techniques.
6.1 Present material at a level appropriate to the needs. interests,
ability, and background of students.
6.2 Conduct learning activities in a logical sequence which is
flexible and developmentally appropriate.
6.3 Provide illustrations, examples, and applications of the
material.
6.4 Use a variety of instructional methods and materials and
incorporate advancing technology.
6.5 Use a balance of individual, small group. and large group
instructional arrangements.
6.6 Match teaching styles and methods with learning situation and
the learning styles of students.
6.7 Revise instruction on the basis of student comments.
questions. and performance.
7. Effectively communicate with students.
7.1 Provide directions and explanations in a clear. coberent, and
logical manner.
7.2 Establisb rapport and foster positive reinforcement through
verbal and non-verbal communication.
7.3 Outline expectations for students in a clear manner.
7.4 Communicate with students both individually and collectively
about their needs and progress.
7.5 Handle discipline fairly and consistently.
7.6 Recognize and understand the worth of all students and the
opportunities that racial, cultural. sexual. and religious
diversity present in the classroom.
8. FaciJiUlle die iJukpendence of tJu studelll as ka.rneT.
8.1 Recognize and eDCow-age the special interests and abilities of
individual students.
8.2 Engage swdents in selecting their own learning objectives and
activities.
8.3 Pose probing questions that stimulate students to recall.
analyze, synthesize. and evaluate.
8.4 Present opportunities that foster tbinking skills and problem-
solving skills.
POOR FAIR
(1) (2)
8.5 Assist and encourage students to research issues and questions
of concern to them.
9. Effectively organize time, spaee, moterlais, and equipment
for instruction.
9.1 Establish and maintain classroom routines and procedures.
9.2 Use instructional time effectively, pace instructional activities
appropriately. and maximize students' time on task.
9.3 Provide a learning environment that is attractive and orderly.
10. Effectively assess studem needs and progress.
10.1 Select appropriate materials and procedures for assessing
student progress on objectives.
lO.2 Diagnose entry-level skills and knowledge of students.
10.3 Recognize when students ace deficient in the basic skills and
provide or recommend corrective action.
10.4 Use information from system-wide standardized testing when
appropriate to plan instruction.
10.5 Create or select assessment or evaluation instruments or
procedures to obtain information for monitoring student
progress and effectiveness of instruction.
10.6 Develop and maintain sysrems for keeping group and
individual records.
10.7 Evaluate students on the basis of criteria that are aligned with
instructional objectives.
II. Effectively meet the needs of exceptional students (e.g.~
students who are gifted, students with developmental di!/ays,
physical or emotional disabilities).
11.1 Obtain and use information about students from available
records.
11.2 Identify students who require a referral to obtain the assistance
of specialists.
11.3 Obtain and use information from colleagues to assist students
with special needs.
11.4 Provide appropriate instruction to students with special needs.
11.5 Understand the nature of the special needs of students.
11..6 Understand the pros and cons of mainstreaming.
1L.7 Awareness of some appropriate techniques and strategies to
deal with special needs of students.
J2. Meet professional responsibilities.
12.1 Demonstrate responsibility for self-growth, professional
improvement. and on-going self-evaluation.
12.2 Work cooperatively with coUeagues and administrators.
12.3 FoUow the policies. procedures. and curricula of the school
district
12.4 Demonstrate ethical behaviour.
13. Encourage and maintain the cooperative involvement and
support ofparents and the community.
L3.l Establish on-going two-way communication with parents.
13.2 Obtain and use information about students from parents.
13.3 Communicate goals and objectives for both programs and
students to parents.
L3.4 Conduct effective parent-teacher conferences.
L3.S Use community resources in instruction.
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dl tIaw~.... IIigtIl: .....cndbln_CIf
Ihe"*'-ine~~BlOlOGY.~
1$TRY.CHB.IS'TRY.~SOEJC:E.EAR1H~
ea. ED:lfO,ICS, eNGUSH. FRENCH,~
PK'f".~. M.m-lBIATCS. PH'rSCS. POtJT1CAL
SClEJ«:e.REUGlOOSST1.DES.
3.~mayblogi--.lD~who:
~hawbewl~.&r$t~OIgrM.Oltw1hM1n
Ms.sa.-.otPtrysalEduc:ldion,~"patlIImol
_forlheir~OegrMIs"A)l'llWClby"s.&to­
IionsCclmn'lltliM.FKllI\tllfE:due:Alln,and
bJtIaw~IlW~IWqUirwrnems_llUtlna­
2lbl.{c).w1d(d).
4. ~who .... reg~lnlhelrfin&lMmeSterol
IhWftrsl8lcfwlor'lo.gr..pn:lQI1IIYlmedurfng"Wlnter
s.m..twrrll.lSCaIlsfythe~~U1llUt
In a.- Z{a), lbJ. (cJ and (d) --.. UflOtl oomplelion of
1lIe/r d"ll.... pogrammll. Applk:ants~~
frwna~OCherthanw.enorialll'lU.tIUbmit&nO'l6ci&l
trwl8CripI:aIOlInglhlo~aflheir""",S1udents
oot-lrv<IaIpts_~""''''''''t$lJl''beClllnMl_
.... 1Ubi-C:t1D.....uDiityaf~.
S. ... ....;"g~IDIhoIBac:fMlor"'Educ:lIlion&S
as-tdOlglwe ~.ClCll'II:idwatl"bIogiwnlD
...-
.)SfUdenr.-...........,pa<form&nce,lnadclilionlD
"a-.gelllllhl-...-reqooiradlDbe~..,;lfor
admission;
bl~~lnwritlenEnglish&SpI.'
sabd bylhe FaculIroiEduc::ation Ulhol lima 01_
~for~
c)_liIOIrsol~._oiIwtlichmud_lRlma
Rudent's--.......In ...~ ...5:st.clInO_
....
S.TheF-uty_brightlDdtlnyaclmiaionlDacan-
did:ate who. In .. opinion CIt IhoI $eIadions CommiftM. Is
cseemed~"~ID.poagramme.
7....~ ...~$ludilllCorrt­
~on~tume.~eo.rwnr-
ll'I&Yo8titldillQnrtion.~",appIQnlorgraupgflA'6­
_as"'~ID"'~ClUdinldu-..
Hcas: 'J~wtIlI_~"""apMit;d¥~
"'_MdIOftO.ahID~""~__
DOaIin pwmiaiotI 01". 0Ib 01 $DdwIt s.ncn. $IcII
t::IutIgI.lM)'_bl~"~-.
2J sru.m.,""",~~c6r"oI~.ws...tlowi$h
"1'NIPPIY""'F-=dIyol~_SCoItIml~_F.c­
uIly~bm"",()Iboof"'~Nt""bI
~"~""" ..~..-ms..
REGULATIONS FOR T11E BACHELOR OF
EDUCAnON AS A SECOND DEGREE
{SIconciary &:bool Prapwdonl
I. TobeallglblelaraoeM ... BacfwIot~EducMion.. a
1eC:Illrld~"".a~mustCllllnplftaal""M'tIlI
_ In E'ducatIon at w.n-i&I lkWwslIy 01 Newfound.
....
2. A CMdida. wtllI t1a ...... .-dId a~ degrM•
0Char1lwl.daQf-1n Educdon. from ~
C1f~~be~"degnoIf1IBac:tlabr
oiIEdur::donupotitl'll~CIllmfIIeIloaol.""""
~CIOiIr-.~Mtnmllltt""~
1taflld1na.-.1-IndJGlOftllIl("~ •.
al ~tortl'll·~OaVr-afs.Mlorf1l6:iu­
cdDrl &I'd BdIIb"GIktL
b) ~b"tl'lI~oag...afs.Mloroil6»
c:dlIrl and BdIIb"GI SdenoI_
c) ~fof"~e..-oIBadlelorol6»
cdart-nd8ar:tlllorCllflt'lrticlllf"ducdcln..
3.A.~wtllIh&SballI\~.~Oagraa
trom.~..w-.iIyad1er1lwlWan-w~
C1f~marbloa'l'itMdlD.~~
lD .... dilgrM0I8acNIofof£duclllon.~..PdIm
oI__ fof....~Oagraab~tolbl
SIi6adklns CofnmltI.. ~gfEducdon:and"degrM
otEllll::MlorfltEdo.lcalillntNybe-.Md'4lO!'l"~
tuI~oI."",O-*ftonal_~1twy
mMt~In__ 2Md3oi1lho1~gcI¥oemIng _ J1f .... __ pn:I9IWTWTI&S m.rr.cl ta In d&uset
2(.l),2Cb}and2(clabovol.
REGULATlONS FOR nfE DEGREE OF
BACHELOR OF EDUCATION (NATlVE AND
NORTHERN}-B.ED.(N'N)
ThIs Is • -nweducdon~ delfgned lor~
~1n~wtIoln1lndlaput*-.tMChlng___
In .. c:omrnunltinotllOl'1halfl\.Mncklr.lWCltl6dbe oil l*_
tIcU&I"~lDttudanDwhowlltllDcanIIr.-"""lludia
-,ond .... Dipbna .......... and~ I:ducdan-
REGt.IlATlOHS FOR ADMISSION/RE-ADMIS$ON
.... ADWlCaIfHT
1.SIludIII'ItIwtllI .... to .... IhIoPR'liJlWNl'&_aAxniI
.... applica6Dn '" the 0Ifice of Stud.m Sl'Mces. Faculty of
.........
2..~IO""'8.Ed.(N&Nl_OllO'l'IfMUIlhegetletal
applicIdionlannlgc-elmiaionIlD ..... l..hiWtMyand appIio-
cdoftbmfotadmission"' ..... FacullyolEd Nuiwe
MdNclr1t..-.Progranvn..
1Nonnelt)ttobe~tor~a~must
hawcomplellMfamirWnllnlQfhe_wilh.., ........
aI .. '-Ml.,....pefwnl:inthole_andbein_
--
Hi.'1a:~mayl»~ ...condiIioMI«Imiuion
1O ...~&p:lIr.-fmia.GnlOltIe~.sa.dems
«*IlilIlW~..fNo~ildNr~.....
~~af6w~Ml'IM-.aftJOt
.InlI"-....PM:*l'
4.SIudIonuwhohaftDCJmlliMlld~ltIM""_pric:r
"'-=nlaianIO"~wilbepenniUlldlOappIy
__ --. ......~. -.is" B.6:I.(N&Nl
plQ'IicSedM-.geallll ... *typergentllabeenob-tIIined., ..__ beyondlhefira .....
S.Studenb;whohaftbMn~"'thell.6:i.(N&N}wiI
beoo-nedby~8... Cof ..... AegulaliDnsIotAd-
mlaioft, .... admia:lonandAdYancatnotntoflheF8cultyot
E'ducIIIIon..FcrlhisprogtalTllMonIy.""~reg.­
lIIIIIIons~.,B.1willbeappGecluponlh.<::omplfton
ofNCfl lNe_MglMntlhnNghou!:lhe dutation of Ih.
~1Ind"be-....d.onlhlobUisofthe_~.
ObQlnedon~Mcouna.
S. Stud«lttllftlo haftnol:mlltllwntquirarn.nulotl1nc:t.n-
lryt'omHet\KfIool,but_.rigIbIefot.ntryonoll.-criWIa,
... t-~fotliWKyinEngGstIlhtoughptOCOKlo.ns
.,~Mth~~WMft~.
__ maybepnMdM",g;.,.~anoppol1unltym
..........MIracy.....
7• .,.... 11M~ kademlc AIgulat5ons. s.c6ln E.t.
~b"B.Ed.lN&NJo.or-"""haw~
.tl'linimurnof .... afultlrneaues.tlb
lhnlugh~lIIdu.-b..dwdanof.lAst_
____ona~ofw.moNll~
PROGRAIIlIIIE FOR ST1JOEHTS Oft T1fE
PAlMARYJE1,DIENTARY EDUCA110N ROUTE
1. e-scs-a......cMglwofB..Ed.(N&N).prlnwy/~
1Wy __,"benquinocl:lO~.minirnumof&fly
_.,__._.otIu_2.3" •. Md5b1k1w.
2.n.fcIcIWle~_~
.)~t05OMd1051or~l1SDMd
11S1or.-*-lionin~
II) ~115A.Md1158or.--..lon.,~.
C)~1031and_o-.._.,AnllwapoI..
...
d) ~202CMd2D2t;or2030and2031
.) Fcqooour.s"&agi&h. Itis~"'''''
"'QUhdEltQl&/lc::ocnul»....,.,-tr.,~irt
.............
f J ~_Inudl.oftwoofllMfolIowlng:Art.sa.no.·.
I'1IIIfaM.FtwKtI.~.~lJIlgulsllcs(klllttut
ort.bdagnalaJ,IoIaltIemallca,Muslc/MutiCEdueatlon-.
~ Educ:don. orfWgfol4 SludIa.
·~"''''''''''.liNstflOOCOCIlWSlnoa:ll
tllflMO~_~ltvmBlochitmislry,~
~&rfIr~-»"hytiQ.
-e::txao..to_c:IloMa_lbIcIowls:TlOIOafl4lSk:"20
ettt/lf2Tor"Q418;Cbtol"",..,020, l02t.EdueMion
3TID.3TS1O;CbtolEdlK4lion3T300I'3150.
3.n.~6:fucdcln__00tnp.IIa0ry::
Et:lur:Uon 202201'2032. 2150or»llO, 2182,2'194,22IXl,
2222.223001'2240, 2:m, 23lS1. 2430. 2l!I1lJ"or 3I5lS".
31«1.328t.3321.3542,«I:2O,433Q.
•~ms """'"~ sucuS$/uJly compIeMd EdutatiOII
22SOasp.lrfafltleT.E.J>LProg_WOldll'fNo~
lr;I~Ir"'Eduution26'OOl'36'S.
....I ... ~shdbl.-quinodllClcomplefeafMoaldll:
~~4OO:l.
NOTE:~"'""'--~Il'leQi;lobmolhlU­
M-.dNorf/WfJ&Jut;MiQcit~ww1""'~
~11l1iNst"')o'M'S...tNt;hing&SSisQmorUtf&d
INdIermq¥PIYlr;IIIMQli:eafsw-tSenoi:oestlr.......
alltIeirttMlslllP~ hcua~..-...s_
"..,...~"'ta.twqundto~"'_
c:NIGW_hptit-rOl'..-.....ra.y~lr;IfNo......
rnn.d'-".-tapptfN«l_it~"""'ll'III~af
--bISbocWarnayeoYOlinltw~~only"'"-.rul~ofllWly~~induding
Uwlolowirog~_
_ EducalionZI500'35lIliQ.Z182..22OQ,2350.Z5100'3$15.
3Zl1.3542.433Q.
s..FuI'll'IW_W)c:ompleIiIltwreqllQdtDtalClllfiflymay
be MI.-dflvm ~_ht.cl in 0euM2a1)owOJf
ltomClll'*"l'lOr\o4ducalioc:ovnaO'fIam~OOUl'U$
wM:tl_ ~IorprimaryandeIemenl¥yllducdon.
PROGRAMME FOR STUDENTS ON THE
SECONDARY EDUCATION ROtITE
1. Candld_ forthecs.gneofB.Ed.(N&N}. MCDndlll'ffOlI1e.
...ill be reqw.d W) com~. minimum of fifty ClOInU In
accordancewtlhcl-..2,3and"beIow.
2. TtMIll!lowingCOUfMS_compuIsory:
al FooKetlg\WICIOIlrMLItIs~"''''_
quIrW EtJflI&h cocnn ta. IMM u.-1yas~ '"
...........b) AnIhropology 1031 and _ 011.- COUfM$ in MttwpoI-
..,
c) Unguislic:IJ2Q20and202l;or203CMd2lJ31
d) Eighl .,MCfICIIIIMOQfIhe~.-s:Art,
CompuW~,£ngiItI.~ mnctI. a.og.
ptIy.~tbl'III6::Dnomic&'• .....-.wMs,1Jngub-
licslhmul:or~.~ft¥IicalEdu.
eation.FWigiousSt&des,llioIogy,BiodMorniItry.Qlem.
~&f'I~orPllysic$.
·eow-itHottw~_tJOt""'."'-"':>-
""-.)EducIIIion2222,Z250or32S0.2361.2.c3O,3281,4020.
-=f J Tl'Q Rnl-=tlofboO~liIIiIdbllow'"L-.:f.,,,,- _._--=-:1 tam 200 abow.~
fQr"'-..s.nD..no~_or_~
lions.,s.:o..-. Sludena...no~ins.:w­
wiI"- __~1O~2Ig)and
2(1'1).
Educallon41«land.1.1
EdUCllllon4150Uld4151
EdUCllllon4151and.163
Educ:don418C1U1d4181
Educa1lon4201and42D2
Edueatlon27101ltld4120
EdUClllon3Q43and4168
Edue:atlon 3Q2Oand 3120
Ed.-tion 4220and4Z21. or Education 4230 and
.•"f'ttysIcIlEducaion411Qand.c420
II I ::.,a;o-lItucMnts..noeso&conoIlI1I'donin&q.. sci-
_ 6::kIc:don3111Vld_ofEdtfcalion ..nO.4111.
"",-un.
hl:"1tIoUSlUdoIntI:..noeso~"_D-
- Ed_lion3170ancl31,.,.andlWOcrlEducrion
417U.41"'.4Z7'l1.U"'.
3.·IAll~shalltle~uired"'complelaalivecndil
lnlfinSllip(Education404)Q.
NOTE: CMdid... ...no",...~ 1M Df*Ima itI
N«it4MdNolfhefflEdut:aliotlitllMNat:lorMd"-.uc-
QIIl\.IIy~.InIt""',..su••aching_
siIaM«C*rJ6«1INCh11t'ImIY¥'PIYIgIM~dSfu.
.-.rs.vkesb' .........dIM~~
... c:aMS ........ .-.....s_~.~od__ wiIIllII
tllqUitfldlD~.n._cr.d1'~in.->
cnJrf~lgba~/iwn ..~1ist
i'I_$U/IIIlIiotIwiIh .. CllIfo::t!(J/sa.o.m~
b I Studero rnaV erwol In 1M IntemIhip Pfogrwnma only
atwJuCCeSSfulccwnp6lrliDnolllWly courses,
~ 6b:ation 3281.030, and 22lQ« 32SO and
~-..dWogrna1hoclololn'COUl'MSfromo..-.
2111.2flliI.and2(hj.
4. FunIw__ tClo:ornp6oItalM.-quAdlDtalolfiltyrnay
be~framlUtljKt_i*'dInea-2{a).2lbJ.
2{q• .-dztdl~orfnlmotl'larllCllHducacionCOUfMS«
lromaduc:alion~wtlktI_~bl«D'ldaty
.........
REGULATIONS FOR THE DEGREE OF
BACHELOR OF SPECIAL EDUCATION
(For"~oI~oISpeci&lEducation.J
""*':'JS2l.dMts,..."",~...~i'lSp«i;I/
Edu:albJ«MIOICitI ...~~VldOO'isllilg
lD~IIfIa~Ig.l1«IwIrxdSpadllEducttlit:ltl
o.g....-ylllb_by~_.......hSpedal&»
calIiafI~by"'F~d~(/tO'IId«f",.tt-r
"..,1IfIa ..........~b'.s-rd~.
2J SIulIIlJtsMloc¢* ...optamII.hSpedal~bf
~.~1ar.8cItekIrofSpet;;./&J.
ucdlfta.-~""'4IbN~OI1thW
lnrl:IC:I$lt~by"'__~
ADIIISSION REQUIR9IENTS
t.~for~and""""'~_cx.
~_ayea'.Tha-'"tdda~CMbegin
"~I&S--s.aiotlqllM,...qI.srniaion..
The dMdIinot for IUtlmlalon of~ Is F«nary 1.
~"ba~tCI"~forwtlldl$CUdefttS:
_ ...um.qI~.
2. AdmlalontDthedegtM~In IPadaI 0IducaII0n
I&llmltadand~.
3. To be admittIKl tD 1M e.n.lorof Spaeial Educa:tion 0.-
gtN prog~_ CMdlcSaa &hall h.- a minimum of a 6S
1*"C't'Il-.InIMIMt!Mt1tVOCIUl'-.andabotnMtlM
flIllowfng~
aJ tl-.matlMadmlaionrequlramantstothaF..::uttvd
EdtlQtiol'l;and
., an<ER
i. h_cnclitfar.EdllClJion23l5O;EducatIon3Z20or
323ll;Educatlon3305andEitucation3S40orEduca-
lion 3315 and 3$45; arid EduedOl'l3615.
... Studants ponuillg or h.aving COITI9Ia1Id degrM pro--
gramrne$foo'the~ofseoondary.c:tlool~_
wtloMsh eo ..,...tha 8KtMIlorof Spada! Educ:atioI'l Oagrw
p-ogramm. ..... oompIMIo Educ>llion 33CILS and 3540 « Ed'
ucalion3315and354S; Educnon322Dor3Z3O;~
ZJ6O;andEducaliorl2ZiOpria'lOadmiulon.
s."'AllicanbtDtheo.gr..~aln$p4cllllE:ducatlorl
multoompMeattoa~fonn·~IDrAdml5­
$iontDttwSploc:ialEduca1lonProQta.n'lrl'la'llI'Idmumllbyttoa
~~tDtIMoOfftc»ofIhaAagi:lnr.SIudents
wtlo_appIyfol"edmlIIion/~tDtIMolkli¥Wsit'f.
rnatllisolUbmitto"~of"~"-~
forhfmiSl;onfR-dmillion' illrm~ from ttoa 0fI0a
oI"~~fotl'n$fot"~£duca·
IionptOg_mey.~bywrillrlgN~oI
Educdion. 0t60a of $aodanl s.Moas, uamorw \JrlIotwwity of
~SLJo/W'l"'~"'1B:J,Q"
DEGREE REQUIR£MEHTS
1. Tobaaigibl-.b .. o.grwin~EducaIion.a-'"
d4ntmusth.-complatId:
emER
aJN~~BadlalordEducdorlDagtM
(P'rtrNrytOl"~«MGlh«fducIdionderiJnoOl
dMmed~by"FKUl\'ofED.c:dotl.MCl
b)12~atolows:
AIqund c:aur-.: e:o-tion 3800, 31110. 3IS2O._.....
L T__ aalIIl:lIIdhmttoa~otr.dngslnSpa-
ei:lII6:b:don. .
OR
.J .. ~~~ot£ducdDnl)agr-.e
{P'rlrnaryt 01' or M10llW £ducdDn~
.---.~br.. FKuIl¥oI£duoal1on.and
b) 6:Suc:lIlJotl3lll5X-&IIndiId ttIdowPNclkunInSf-:'ll
Educaliorl(5_~"'EduoI*In3lDl,361o.
3S2O.3lSXlMClS~hm"""__ 1rl
--ADMISSION REQUlREMEKrs TO THE .
DEGREE AND DIPLOMA PROGRAMMES IN
VOCA11ONAL EDUCA110H
To be adnIftz.dtoltla e.:tlalorofYocallonafEdl.lcaillon 0.
filtManclOlpbrn&~a-.dentmu.trMat.Irl~
liontotIM~...:tmlalorI~afh~
~MSrnbIion~.. oullInIdbr.hfaOowfng
"""'"'t.~trairiing ..-mldby_ot:
_) ac.nificdI ofquall5calSon .. aJoumayman fora asi"lil-
llatlldume:
b) aeenll$c:atllord!f'lOmafl'amallKhrolcalotbulin.-
sd'Iooloroollaga:
c) ana,pptOpflatacMgfMtromaUlllYanlty:
dJ~oomplatIonof_Programll'laaqutvaMntliO(aJ.
lb)O«(cJ~.
2. N.1east_yevofwort~oraqlliYaMntl"'he
~ ...Inwt*:tlnlrllng_obtall'led..ThI8 .....
rianctmustbaarbMquerrt.,lheoomplallol'lofor~
lII4ltIthe~tniI'IlI'Ig:~.
NattI: T"ir1;'Md~wit • ....-dMdwrffifld
l:Iy"Adtnisaon.~IbrVocalllotNll'~.
3. Studerltswtlowi:lhto .... tIMopn:lgrarnmaInVOCdoMl
Educiatiotlmeyobtllirl ..applIcIIIonronnhmtlMo~of
~. Offtce of StudMtSeMoaa.
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FACULTY OF EDUCATION
DEGREE REGULATIONS
MISSION STATEMENT FOR THE FACUlTY OF
EDUCATION
n..~at~at~~of~­
1anc:l.......... u..wmlafTHEMEWOFIlAl.UNIIIERSI'TYICf.
KCIflUuitlprirn;llly.~the~pr"9"'­
ra6onatu....""""wiI~••~in~tian.ThoI...
spomlbiIilyindudu1M profltUiDnal pupanlion al IIJ1d'1«s.
adminietfa6CltSu>d~wnowilWOlti: in .I_wy.
and Ift:Ondafy sd>aall afId palt..-.d"')' inuitu6DnL The
woltaflh.FlllCUltyinccltparatfl<undfigradull1eanclgrad,,·
... Itlld'..1 and c:onlinUing "_Ilcn. Th. mandal<l incII.odel
lpeQali....d .enudl !of th. improv.m..-.t al pe<Ugogic::al
pnc:llce. and broadly b&$Kl f_udl far lh. &dv&nc.Im..,t
alknawl.c:lg•. TIMIFlllCUltyini!i&t.. and"spandllad'loangl
thraugh;llwid.rang<tafptog,,,,,,",..andavan.tyaffilld ..,-
..;cn. I seeks Ia PfItfJa'• .c:lucItol'Swnowilt~ a,.UQfMd
philoIophyolltduc:atian.anllPPf~af""""lltl'law4otdg<l
;s al mou -u.. a gaon"". IovlI of lIaming. and _ abiIiIy
IOltlinkcritic:ally. IltrivftlOprl'pW8lducalan;""""r.-_
:::"~afu..put,apQn__ ~anda'Oision
The faOawing eevr- and 0ip6ama Prograrnmn: .. aIIfl"M
~"'Fa::<ltIyolElM::allon.:
DEGREE PROGRAMMES
Bact*orat E'duc:atlon (f'I1rNryI
8ao:Mlat"'EdYc:atlon~
BacMlaral£duc:alicwl~
Bachelor ot UlI:slc: Confolnt wfth BadM/ar at Mudc EcN.
......
8IIc:hI.....aI Uu* EidUC*llon as a SIc:ond DotgI'M
Badl.1at of Educ:dan (Naliw and NclnMmi
8Ic:hII..... afSpldllEdllCllllan
8lc:hlllatafVoc:atlonafEid"c:atIon
DIPLOMA PROGRAMMES
~in\olilc:atianalEduc:a1lan
- 0ipI0ma in TKhnaIogy E"J:tuc:dan
- DipIomainAduftT-=twEduc:alian
- DipbN.inNativeandNartlMlnE'duc:a!ion(T".E.P.l..)
-QiclbnainSctloal~s.vir:es
STUDENT RESPOHSIBIUTY eu.use
1"IM~"'IM~~$oIMceI.fKUlly
at~,,",Ulicl:ltUdetawittlql.oatianlat"prabIfl"nI
M'oOc:ttrnayarise~ll'IWprogrammes..lis,1IOw­
_.lMrnpanlibilltyafltud_IO_1hatll'lW~
~mMlIltMFacullyof~andttMG«waI
~Aegulations.
TEACHER CERTlACAnON
,*-; T•.chKc.~ ia a ProvinciMfftPOlIlitIiIiIy. S/Ir
d..,.tt_lIdviuJdfOcom.ctr.-.:JMr~IIIdR.rxudI.
Dft~ntafEd~.P.O.80,l{"750.St.Johrl ... ,.....
bmdlMd, A ,eSR9. ffx.Mc. t-r;M1ing T.ac:lMrc.n:ific:atio<l
R.guldons.
ADMISSION
1. AdmisIionIa programm.. wilhinthe Fac:ullyal Educa·
lion is &mited and 1tiKtiw. n.. FM:UItt rneton Uw right
IOIlmII. ... numbIc"af~....~inllac:llprvgratm'll.
WhotflttMl"IUI'nb«"'OI&gitM~.......msttM_
bwat~~inap:ll'ticulwPfUQfIIT'fM.~
maybegiwnlDlItuCl_wIlo .. ~l'eIidfl"ItIaI
~andl,;llbradar.
2..~ir:antstorlldmlaionllDa~within"'F-..tIv
alE6uc:l.6an_lUbmitlhe~tec:omplete:lappica­
..,.tom'land .. ~doc:umentalionllD_()tIic,.ol
IheAegislrw.,~wilh"~..,..:ifiedtcw
t:acft~bdooo'.l..ellersalref"""-'and~
__as NqUiWl bylhe app5crionbm_be tcw·
.-dedclireclfytD_FacuttyofEduc:UDn.. SIt.oden1:s_
..-apptyfcradmiaion/...admiAionIlD1he~_
afsasubmil_GeMnl~fcr~
$iDn1lD_OIGc:IIol"'~wilhin_de~~
s.d"_~0iar¥
3. Sludenl:lwhona...bHn~lOapartic:ula'deg...
~ott.ftdby_Fac:ultyafEduc:alionand...tlowi$h
10 changa 10 ancHt\IIt" deg.ee programme within ... FaaAly
m...stwbmitanewFecultyapplic:ationlomllOlheOfficeof
::~~:,,"lwiltbeCO"sid".cl"~liofIwiltlall
4. AdmiuiotllO proQrwnmn,.;thin tha F....lIV of EdUClUion
isda~Uwd bya Sotleclions Commin.. and istlued onlhe
crilerielisledtoraldldegree/diplornaprograrnme.
S.lnspecialC&Se$,1heComminuonllflde~Stud­
ies. ... _.-ndationot ...~~.
maywaiveltw admissions requirements.
REGULAnONS FOR RE..AOMISSION AND
ADVANCEMENT
n.s.~~t:l"programmnOl.apt""~
l«oIEt:1uc:3tiot1~wbidllIu"'-~
Md~~s.
1j).FoIIowWog~toa~O(_Fa:ultfof
Educa1ion.""44imeAldents_otlaIna__-
age of at leuteopen;lenll in onIarllll rwmain lndear.uncrorog
lnmeFacul1y.
(iI. TheM taQIIlatlcns will be ~pli.cl1G pattolinw students
0fIly efIer 1tMy~ completad four CQI'IMC:U1lye ooutWS ...
apart-time basis.
2. StudentswtlolaillOflbtain ... semastar-.gaol60per_
c::afItbulwho ... ltligiblefor.......clmisslound.rgefler:alUfli-
¥WSIlyragulatJofls1OillIleplacadonprobalion.,IhIoFarU1y.
Probationarylltudoartt$who ..... loa01aitl.60pen:IIfll-...ge
durif'lgthenut...,.....inwtlic:lllhrycomplllta_will
be teq\lirltd 10 witblbw'fl'on'l the Fac:ul1y.
3. ~ who "-" beer! requAd 10 wiltllhw tvm
.. Facr.lt1yfiAErJuc:aI;g"may.alW ... ~Clf.Ieal_
~~b.-drnis:sionIO"F'acIA¥$IudanIs
__~~1:h saa.s willle~pro-
baCionatyand ....... meetrequftmentsMaloldina....-2
.-..
4. SludeMswtlo .. requiredlO~lrom_l..nMt·
sityund«~l.niwnityAegulalionswillllerequftdllD
..nt1clrwwffomlhloFarU1yofEduc:alion.
S. Sludentswhol'la¥'lltlHnreq..ndIlD ....~lf'omltM
Facully an _ occasiorls will be n.r'lj'itlta lor Mute .....
admlaion.
6. NotwlIhSWlcflflg 0au$C!$ 1 ltlratlgh 4. !he Ulldergradwote
SludiesCommitteaOflreoornrnendationfromlhlo .rdmissions
Committ............ 1h. right., raquw. audenl:lllD wiIhdtaw
from 1M F8CUl\t at any lima if. in Ihe opinion oflhe Commit-
_.1hey_daamad....-.itabla ....~.tIatIdanoIin
................
7. Stucfentlwho"-beanrequftdtDwill'Iohwfromlhe
FacUtymayragilelronlyinlhoseEdu:Uorl-..-sliAad
a~b~audentL
... "speciIIfcasn.1haCommillea ...~Studin
may ....... lheAa4rdrnis:siol'and~~
lorIhaFaeutyofEduca1iona-.dabotoa.
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REGUlATIONS FOR READMISSION AND
ADVANCBlENT BACHELOR OF EDUCATION
(SECONDARY)
I. Toaonlinl.-inlhlprogramma.llIUlSetrI:ImusI~
~"_andMlainan~-.gaalatle_
l5$tI.in_tlbnin udlumefttf".
2.. SludefluAilingloalbin an-.gaol.leasIlSS......
afI(l'fiAlhI tnt-.-wiI tIe •.quAd lID witIdtaw from !hi
~S<dl~mayraapplyforadmistionlOlIM
~lnlhl_,..•• Thair~""blCOf'lSid·
erwdin~wiIl'IllI~~ifra.-fmilMcl.
mustfWpeatltMfitstsarnesMf'olll'leirll'Ollranvnas.
3.S1udent$fai&IOlO.ttainan~gr...ur1hatlfi5,.dut·
Ingth_intemshipwill:
(b)".;1hItM~oflhaOffica,o'SludentSar.
vicn.FllCUltyofEduc:a!lon..,apa.tltMintamshipinanolhar
IChoofMrting
4. In alllCllptionll~ ol1heH raquifa-
mentsmaybagrVdladby'" Cotnmiftea ... lJndafgraduatil
SUSea.F.::ut1rolEducuiofl.Ollactwir:eofItMClIfic:.ofSb.>-
dentSeMcn..FaoA1vfiA&lucalion.
REGISTRATION IN EDUCATION COURSES
(NON~1lONSTUDENTS)
~ in £ducalion -.nu Is fIOfTT\dy teA1cud 10
ltloM AulMnb who~ baan aclmifted to.degree Of
dipIoma~inflaFflaltWfiAEr:lucaIion-Ganeral
SludinstudentsorsturMntsinvttwFacullles«$c:hoolswho
!\avoaCClf'ftflleladIlOl ....1hana;gt!t$Olf1lilSleC"cnditsmay
~for.,.followingeotnaS.,Educa1ionwithou1_p.
_taaPfOll'amma:
6:lucMion2040 EducMIon 3260
6:lueaIion2CSO 6:lue:atlon32!lO
6:ltIC'llliOn2360 fduc:lItlon3S!lD
Educ:don 21510 E'ducalion 3570
~3210 6cturation3S71
E:duc:alior13Z20 6:tucatlon3SllO
Er:luc::don3230 6:tul::Ition3590
&Nc::dOl'l3250 Edul:ation3660
SudI~_-.gIyutged1oCCfl$l&'l;deglHragula­
tionI;~1hair~Oagrweprogrwnrrw1odoeW.
minoI wtIictI..ifany,fiA"'abooIa 0XU'MScal1 Dol appIioIdlO
1hairdegna~ Thaflbc:Mtnol'llri1tl:lta.~
='-'4:7~-='::~~~.seMces.Ile~lOregistarlor1twrequftd
REGISTRATION IN IN-5ERVlCE COURSES OR
REGISTRATION IN EOUCATlON COURSES
(CERT1F1CATION UPGRADING):
Studana I'Iaving compIalad.degraa ~alflEduea·
lion or IIqIIlvatantwtto wish 10 "'VistarJ" Educa1foncourMl
forcettific;ationupgrwSlflgpuqlOSftshouldcont:tettMOIIIoo
of Studarlt$olMcea:atlaut__kslnadvaflQllofregistra·
IlorIlor pannisMn/prooedln.
BACHELOR OF EDUCATION (PRIMARY) AND
BACHELOR OF EDUCATION (ElEMENTARY)
ADIIJSSIOt<
1.~b"IIrdmiaiofI_considIftd_.~lO
ihllFaI..-stao"only.Tha .....tcw~of..
pficationsls~I.~.bagMnlD...
c:ouneslor-..f\Chetuclents&lll,egi$le<edatlhellmilofappi-
~--
Admissionto_e..d>elotofEduC:l.1i..n~ .... (8emen-
l&Iytcsegr...progtWl'IITIellNillaes:tudenl:toe<WOlinlhe
~~oflhe~.
2.Tobe~""'adrnisD<wl...... s.:tIeIDrDfEduca--
lic:on(PrirnaryJor~deGt_programmes,SII.ICSIlnCs
must"-~completad15_~1he
9 __ li-.dbelowwilhlliUlel'e~-aueot.
lu$teo~oratl~ol... Ie_l5Dpetcentonlhe
IaUletlc:ourses'lllhidl1hey"-~CDmpIeted.1'Iv
..... ~CDUlMSarr.
e)twDClOUI"fesinEt>glilh
b I Madlematic& 1050....:1 t05I (or twa coursn~
lDe"",,-nntioninJ.lathllmlllic:ll
el ScieoceI1SAancltISB(or_Sc:i.fICICDUf'5e$applica-
bI. lOeClOnc:an""lionin Sciencel.
tI I EdUCllli.... aIlO
• ) Educallon2040
IjEdUClltion23l5D
The~afODUfHf;lIIWIbec:hoMn,",",lICId.micsub­
jec:tllnllCCOtdanc:.-wiUlOaUSoI 2oflh. Aeguta............ 1he
0.-; of BKheb"olEducation (PrimeIyl....:l (6emenu<yI.
3. u:seaingapplir:alions"'_BIIcIIelorol~lPri-
ITIWYlMd(BetnenQryldotgtae~~
wilbegi¥Wl"'lIle~
a.laudenc"s~acedIlmic~.in~...
lM~on1hlle-oao.nalequftdlar~
tlJ~a:wnpetenc:yin....nuenEngfi:stlaspre.
ICftMdbt Ihe Far:ultfolEducaliDnat1lMtlWneol_
1ilHrdon1otadrnisD<wl;
el_iIlOIlIsolNflltwnoe._afwtWchmustbeln)m1he
~lnslr'-"in..... af\heEducalion __ re-
qldredina.-2at1oY1l.
4. TbeF-=uIty_Iheril;htllldenyllClmi:lllion",.ean-
~-::~~~~~.;.
S.1n&pedel~mmnces.thIlUndetgrw;lIateStudiasCom­
miUH on nlCDmtI\endat;an frotI'llhe Admlalons Commi1!aoe
!'nIl%.titsdberetion.eonsidefMapplleantorgrgupCllapp!i-
e:ants_""UCIfllIan"'Ihe~DutlinedinOauws
"""1
t.bIlIrt'~"~~""OIfio:Il'd.$a.dlQr
...s.w:-"CIDnSUIt..,.,..o-r.F~d£duc:a6ool ...
---2;J.srtdena:M'IodlldiroeMotrerd~ID""FC>/IIyd~.(X.m,*,/IIOt~Ibl"CDIInIlS~1tIe
~,...... lOfti;:IledinissliM"'Ql"Mllldmust.''''''...sIl
"be~~Ibl"«fmia.iDIr.~._
~"""""*,,*,,,toiItICIIiIh«"~
REGUlATIONS FOR THE DEGREE OF
BACHB.OR OF EDUCATION (pRIMARY)
t.-J~forlhedegrnCllBechel....ClIEduc:atian(Prl.
marylwflI be r.qulr.cllDClOmp[ewa.rninlmum ofllftyc:ourws
iAllIC:CIDl'dancewlthC_2.3ancl4be1ow.SutlieetlOthIl
g<K1IlI'IlI r.vute'_ go-ning Admission. AndrnisWn and
~appropri.atecourwscompleteclprialD""
..... 1D_Fw:UtrCllEducaZion.;lIbe~in_1Cltal
numb« of _ CDmpletecl for \he degr'M.
tll Students ... normallyfollowllle ClI:>IIfM MqUenc:IlUsug.
==-~:entitSed~c.....n.
clSludentsmay lfRlnlhe hlln'al1i9""'V.n.-..ccessfuI
~ofIheI"rlllfeaiQnafY..... TheP\"l::lfeaionaYUI
......... of""'~Educ::IIIiDn_atK1Ihecamput.
-V_~6eld~.
2. Ac:a.ndidale shall be r-.quited 1D r:ompIere .. minimum 01
-..tv-_coutSIlSulollows:
a.) Fourcoonesin~
tll sa.nce115A.....,II58or.~inScienc:e.
cl~I05OatK1............... 1051 ..... .,..",..,....
liDnin~
til T_-.wsinPsychology.
.1 T_-.sesinSociolovYInd/orMehrDpology.
'J "'-~_.naIbe~SCIlha.ta.candiidal.
......MwCllln'lfl'ljrtlatlNaa..andnotmarelhan
nine __ in_ollhelalloooing ....nsin~
.....lhe~IisWd~~.EngIish.Folldor••
~~y=~~~~
Sludies.or.sc:;e-.
"Courses in fIlisdiseipfin__fIOt~ ... u.motUI
Urriwfs~
-VlsuafAttsCCJUfW$itIMHisJoIyatSirWiIf~G,."","
eou.g. ngyl» uS«i ID uti~ this reqU>'rem.nr in """"""
~.--
An
_ Si"c:oursesinM.
Vi:Iua.IAf1s courses in Art l-ift:ltyal $it Willred Gr....f..
Col!egemeybe..-:llOsatilfyll'llsrequirementnwhDl.
....inpa.n
......
Two1lXX).1eve1COU1'Mtl
T_ofa)1O"or2D2D,23llQ,2«X/.36S0
- Qoeaf2lXlOor211O,2001.32IX\,32CI
- Oneol2CD2.2lXXI,.ZClO4
- Twoof215O,31S3,315S,315l5,3151.31511
"o.a;r.-,.IlOtDltOllOitNdlortloCtlEngliU! "'0
andEl7g&h20tO
........
- tOXl .... 2DOO
- ZJOO,25llO..3SI2D.:MSO.QIO
_ .;'~IIdtha.l:audentscompiefeupta
lh(....of3100.33Xl,3500.~44OlI
F_
Amuimum 01 two t(lOO..l-' CC/Uf'M'$
21000requivalent
21010requiYalent
2300 or equivalent
37lXlorequiQlent
I:lnstsil:_catanapprgwdhnc:gphonlllnsll-
anlonin.Frenc::htpulling ....
• isl'eC:tXl'ltl"lt1atltudena.~atlUst
..... of36S0.J6$l.3652
NOTE:~,...,.MIIIIDMlllc:tIlleFtwIcJI.....
IIlIIIrSoiDn CIplbr &llldtltllle Mdds..we-ctCotne
Seq<.-c:e"Pri'nafy~
_.
- 10XI.1001
_ OneCll2001,21Cl2.230Z
- Oneof249O,32!lQ,332l).3490
_T_oth«cout'$Il$inGeogtapny
.......,
- 10000and 1001 OR lO5OatICI1051
_ 2tlXland21100R2200atICI2210
- 3110.3120
""""...._ 1100 or 2100
- 2103,2104.2210
- Two of 2150. 2400 tor 2401 or35OOl. 3100. 3t04.
320t.3212,38S0.
_ AtlUstoneof __ muetbe.3llllO-/oroI'eI_.
...........
Sil<(;I;U'sasinducfingno_lt1atI_10C1l)0lewl
c:anaandatlnsl .....~
M.""
_ 1020 and 1021.0Fl2000and2llll1
_ l1QA.andll08
_ 2S1Aand25IB
...........
_ Sillcouna .. bed'loMn .. ~tionwilhthe
~oI_SctlOdofPhysM:alEdul:;o.lionandAlh-
--
--
_ 2013. 2D5O. 2051
_T_c:ourseslUlhI~
_ AtIusl:__.. t.dloHnflom2011.2012.
2130.2140.2610.oranaddi.....~-
........
_ SixcounaindudingarluR_COUl'W$ineachol'
_lUtlied:aru.stiededffom~.B;af.
ogy.~.&nhSc>ences.and~
gl.rddib\alloildNe__maybechMetlflomanysub-
;.a_outsicSeofEduo2lionin~iliDnlOll'W>SI!!listed
in cause 2 &bow.
3- Ac:andK1ate $hall be ,equ;r.cl .. complete a minimum of
~coursesinEduca1ion.
a I ThllfoI\QwingcourMSarecompulsorycoursesOllllle p,.;.
matyp«lgramme:
L EdtJeation 2040.20150,2360. 2Gl0,3005,3120. 3130.
3270.330S.337tI.3S40,3615,39<IO.»50,ather436ll
or437lJ. 43llO, «a
a. Two of Educaflon 2050. 2150, 21t3, 2194. 2530.
3050, 3220, or 3230, Q05. For students whosa aca-
demic~_Fftnch,~. K$-
~.".,.;c,f't¥icalEd.,.;alion.orfW"ogIousStudie$,
-tlust_ oflhaecoonnwlll bedateml/ned by
..... particularsut!ied: In Oauu 2.f) abov'e.
blF.dl«EduI::aliDnc:oonesto~lherequind~
1clr.. ~mustbectoos.lttotnappn;!PdaJa_
llIIftedngsofthtFK<lltfofE'dul;:ation..
4. in.sdiliorltoSillistying0luM3abow.dc:anc:idUIS
WlII be requRd to COfl'Il*tIt • "--dit m.mstlip. l&fu-
c:a!ion401X) .
SUGGESTED COURSE SEQUENCE - PRIMARY
PROGRAMME
Y...... 1 and 2
~~c:aurses.$c:t'ooglofG«lef:alStudies
$CIienc:e 115A{B
~1a50/1OS1
.........,.,
........"'"~2Gl0
OM 00UI'$Il from 0-- 2 abow
On._fl'omo-3(.I{iil~
Olhw Kademic: CCNrHS
Ptof1lasio,,*V••r
_ EdUC*tion3005, 3120.3130,3270.3305, 3370,3S40.
3615,3940,35150.
v••,. 4 and 5
EducatKln3310
£ducaIion~Qt"437'lI
............
............
Educ:Don401X
----
ea.n-ttotnClausolZ.tloYe1OQOrI'lPIetell'letequiled
.... "'.....0. course tom o.au- 3(a11i! aboW.
FRENCH IMMERSION OPTION
NoM: t1~ .. _aoow./fIe... aMlopdonwifhln-
B.Ed.~OtI9,..~obr/tlowSft.Ctol/l.,.wish­
iJgll:l~~bfleKh~lhIIFffNtdI~
~oI_~.rl'leCOUl'W~lorlllis
gp6l:wI;sPIblows:
AmY.at
&>glis/I 1000, 1(101
Psyctdogy 1000. 1001
~1050.1051
~11SA.11S8
Ff..-:tlllJ5Q" 1051 (\'6gh schooI~"who haw kl'-
~anirnmelSiDtl~...-yt-gin..oth~
"",.
Second V.ar
1sf Of' 2nd Sem.star
_ Fi¥eF1end\cnditsltomlheFfectwtnslilultotOU-ec-
CJt9IabIeFtend'laaditsltomanotlMtfirmilulion.
2nd oc1st S.mest.,.
-EducatiOn~
_ Educ:alion2360
_ Educallon2l!10
_ F~ 3700 or &ppfoprial' '-"-I R.nd'! COUfW
_ On.Engfish
ThirdV••r
ProInsionalY.er...-n~tionCOl.l...... usp«:ifiedlnlhe
calend..-Ior ell students. The reqW8d .c:hool P'**'Mnt will
~ in _ afltw~ lmmenion ee-ooms In St. John'L
FOIlMV....
This.,..b:lDbitaken •• ooopeRling~lri-
wnity lheopponunifyotxistllD~-,*edIlclalkln
Mdao:ademk:caur.sta.gtd:ln~Thb. 01
-.tymustbl~In~MdIn~wIll
It\IIorr.c.oIS8.Ident:s.w-.FIICUltyd6:lllcdOn. 1n 0td<<
lD __ \hIIl~cocnes..~
·fitthV..t
1 lit or 2nd s.m-ter
000_
Ft..tI3701(ot~"'"
_ ~"25
_ EdI.w;alionQllO,4360ot4370(f-.panIcuI.w-c».
penc:ll;onwhlll_takanlnltwb.dl,..:!
_ EducIiliOr\4155
2nd Of',st Semester_lntemShipInFrench~"lIinQln~
REGULATIONS FOR THE DEGREE OF
BACHelOR OF EDUCATION (El£MENTARV)
I. alCandldatnfofthe~re.ofBactlelotafS:lueadon(S-
emenlalY! WI" be (~to~ amlnlmllm of fifty
courseslnliClCQl11anolwittcOa_2,3and4b11oW. Subjec:t
to lIIe gen..-al~ gcweming MtniaiOn, FWadmfs..
sion.lIrId~appropNdltCOllrWS~prior
1IO adm/uiontothe Facuttfwill bllndudedln ltwtlltel nllm-
ber of QOWUt;ocwnplehd tor ltIed~
bIStud~willnormallyfollowlhe_.-q.-Usug­
gfltedinllleoutineofcourses.ntilled~CoIl....
~.SementarY Pn>gramrne-'
cISludolnDlNlYenroIinlhe~OIt'Iy"~
compIetionattheProfess;onalYur.The~Y"
consi"oI...,specifiad~_Md""campuI­
~~~fieId~_
Z. Acandidale shall 0. ~flld II) complete a minimum 01
~COUIUSas.on-s:
alFourc:o.nesiflEnglish.
bl Sc:ieaoell5Awod 11S8or.CICIl'lCIntrationifl Scitncl.
c) Mall'Iernatica1050wodMa1hetnatico;lC15loraconctrrln..
1ionifl~
dl T..aOOtneSin~
.1 T..ac:o.nesinSoQologyWtd/OtMllwopology.
II """'-eourwslll'lallo._"lhala~
...... "..",~.~sia_l'IOI_~
nifleCOUfW:Sin_oIIt101Jo1owing.usin~
""'the~'-dbMow;An-.&oglish.Fob:n.
~t=~~~~~or~.
·QxnesiTll'lis~__~.~
~AtI$c:or.nainAtrfl&cwy.$rWill'llldGrenfd'
~nqyo.flSedll)~~~iT""'"
Ot'iTp.t.
M
- SixClCllnolSinM
Visual Am coones in An ~.t Sir 'MI'fecl Gtanlel
CofIesr-maybeusedIl)Atfslythisfeq~inwho'"
«" .....
......
Two lOO1).leyef coutMS
Twoal2010"or2Q20.2390,2-oo.36S0
- One of 2000 0l'21 10. 2OCIl. 32llO.3201
- OrMof2ClO2,2OlXl.2004
- T..aal2150.31S3.3155.3156.3157.31$8
'CMditIYY)'_bl~forboftlE"gIiSh'I'O
andEngfish20fO
--
- 10c0«2OXl
- ZXlO.25OCI.3920.:M50.4310
-t.~ttIalsludenfscomplete""lCl
.... of3100.3200.3500.3lDl.4400
.......
AmadmumOll'twol~ClCIIneS
- 21000requiqlent
2101orequiwll6atd
2300«~
"""«-
- ......._~atan~~insli­tIdiotIln • FrWICfl *PhIdng __
tls~ltI.alaludentacompete&C1e&It
_oI3l!i&).3651.36S2
NOT£:~IfMI"wi:UllCl.MlectlrleF-.chm­
---ClpfbI~"'''endd~eo.n.
s.qu.-.flrftrulyl'rogtatwne.
-..-
- looa.l001
- o...of2001.21oz.ZJ02
- o...d2490.32S0.3320.3490
- T..aQChwCClllfUSinGeog~
..-- lOCO and lCOl OR 1050 &lid 1051
- 2100 and 2110 OR 2200 and 2210
- 3110.3120
~
- 1100«2100
- 2103.2104.2210
- Twg of 2150, 24llO {or 2401 or 35001. 3100. 3104.
33l1.3212.38S0.
-At...._al ......_bII.~CClUrse.
--
sacClllnaSincludingnomcnlhanlWll10Cl0-leYel
ClOUlMS..cf.Inst_~COlA'W
".ok
• 1020 and 1021. 0A2IXX)ancJ 2001
• 11011._1108
- 2:51"_2518
~~bechosen;"~wi1h1he
Oir.-.alINSchooIolPhysicafEduc:ationandAlh-
.....
R..,.,...SIUdies
- 2013.2D5Q,2051
- T_coo.nes&ClN3000iIfood
-N. ....__ 1I)0._In;Im20tl.2012"
21311.ZI..a.2510.oranaddilKlnal~c:o..n.o
_.
.;=~~~
III MdiIionaf...m.e_~maybedloosoef\tromanyaub­
jad:lllaasOUl:SidaofEdllClltioninadd"~II)_lisIecl
iflOaUMzabove.
J. A. candid.ala shalf be tequiflld 110 compIe:te • mOnimum of
fIooInt'j'-tllt.. _inEdllClltion.
• I Tha/olowing courses &fa compulSOfy COUfMa on "'. S·
IIl'MI'IWyprogrammeo:
l. E':duca1ion2040.2OlSS.2360.2510.3006.32n5.3315.
33r.5.:wao.3S45, 3615. 3!MO. 3955. 3960, a600f
';::'I\~2050.21S3.Z1114.3050.3120.
311SO.3220or3230.<&a)5. ForatudentswhoM_.
demk conc:entfUons .,. Frendl, Geography. !-is-
IOfy,f'hy$QfEducation.Of~~atleat
_ ale- courwswill 0.~ by"'- par_
1ieulw1Utlfecl1n0auseZ1)1&bove. ~com­
ple1ing......-cundwaa...2J)_ClOmflMlebdi
Educ:aIionZ510Md~3160.
bl FW1tIerE'duc:doncourwslO~.. r.qulted1Otaf
Iorhd49MmucbedloaenhmllppfOp'ideCOlnJe
alfemgaoilheF.cul1vdEduc:lltion.
... ., Dfion 10 Afisfying a-- 3 abow... c:ano:5d.aI1n
ahaIbe~IO~.fM..cndtIntiiNnship. (Edu-
e:ation«)UQ
SUGGESTED COURSE SEOUENCE-
ElEMENTARY PROGRAMMe
V..... 1 and 2.
6gtlt--.ncc:oo.nea ·SchoofofGawrW $Iudin:
ScWM» 115A18
~1icI105011051
- ....
-"'"Educ3tlon2lS10OneClOUl'lJlflom0au$e2~One CIOUl'IJI ffom Oause 3(a1OO abow
Otherecademicc:ourses
VeusC end 5
........ 3320
6:fue:alion43l!i00l"4370
- ....Educa1ion"42:5
EduaItion401X
Tlne&lucat;onltlecti¥u
eo.nalrQm o.u. 2 above lClcot'llfllorle!tle fequiowd_........
One_ from Oauae 3{a) {iii abow.
FRENCH IMMERSION OPTION
_:"~IO"_.-""is_cpIion~_
B.hL o.vr-~ _I'IOM dud<trlrs
MsfIIiolglD~~»lUC:fIin"FNfICh'­......~ n_~~_~_
ItIisClpCllolfisgiooen.WW.ndol ..... ~_IIwB..Ed.
tJ"ri7*)IJo.vr-~
BACHELOR OF EDUCATlON (SECONDARY)
......... <:omment
The8M:tlelorolEducdon~•• l«D'IddiIgrN
progratNne~"'~KgI'ISc:hXII~A11
audoents-.d~andSl'lOlllll~"'_-'
dar~. Tlw~iI;daigned"'~lIIudents
wiI\ ... a.atlylWd~.&~Mtol-..ws
prIaI'lD.ten-ninc.rn$hipand....at.,.,...-.afIer_
~"'_st>..odenbllObuiklOf\snnoN_'emedy
-un.u.:s..nidl mavhaebec:ome ~dIri-og!hein-_
IMPORTANT NOTlCE
StuoHntswho_~inlotheBad..c«afEd­
ucrion (Socanclafy) programme ICI bItg;n stuely U of
September1993sha1lbegovenwdbyltMfolloMngreg-
Illations. Sludenlswho_'.aocI9lltdlrrIfItIMConjoi:m
8achelorofMsjBachotlorofEdueation.ConfojnI BadM-
lrKafSdotncirfBachelorofEtlllCalion,Conjoinl:BadleIor
of F'tty5k:aI 6:Io.ocatlonfBadwlor of Edue,ulon. or Badl-
elorof6:luc:alionu.ceconddtgrnptOgfafTWTMancl
wtIotnt.nclIOCOI'l'lpIeMItM~ofltMdotgrN
ulneffedatltMtimeofltlri'lIClOOqltaIICe_l'8qUir-.:l
lDax'rIflIatIIltMir~priatlDAugtnl;31.1996.
eaur-wI'lidI __ appicabIelDtIM~nal8dpro­
OfW'llMSAlINininbec.n.s..n-COUfsalIwilt.
mMt.~wt........-..s.
ADMlSSIOI<
,**=lbne~~"Ot'~as
~b""'f9ll3-'''and'llH-J95l5''''''''''',.a'S.
~~_~-=-fanIk,...~..~.
o-;.J9lil$ ..bt~t:,,"""~
1.~b"admiaion_~_.,....and
for ... F.II Semntn" any. The dulSne for SlIbrrDsion at
~appi\calionslDlhef\egi:Jcnt'l:OI'Ika.Fmultyl.
ConsideraIionwillbegr..,lD_-..wstor~SIIdents
_~atltMtimeof~
2. TobaCfll'llid«wd loradmi$$ionlClltM Bar::hftwof6U:a-
tion~degrftJl'f'llOl'Wl'rN~_"-:
.) baef\-.kd.Bac:t>elGno.gr..,-".~.....
ognind byr.lemoriallkliwtlity,
bl ~12__ln.IUbjecI~""'~
~in0auM3balow.
el~'coursesin.subjKI~und«Academic;:
Diwc;plinnln oa..-3below.tlutdiffllftmfn>mlNtin
(b):
d) ~an-.ll.-ragegl.Ie_6S"JI,in.adlofltla
_ofCOUl'ln~Iifl"'"t(bland(eJabcNe;and.
e)adlie-..dan~_rageofltlelUt65'1.fnltlelast20
---3. Jro:ad«nicOisc:ip&neslltadeamltdlDboIlIMdisciplinnonltMfollowfnglist.Coutsntrorn~disdplinndHfnftl
byltMAdrnissOoNComrniftHlObe.quNalenlllOCOlIfSeS
inanyof1heIisted~Oii~wiIba&l:Clplable.
ForMudentswhoselir$l:andMCORdM:MIemK:~_
In .~_fnlmother..s.nc.~maybe
COUflIedupattflll".;ghl_.l«D'Idd*:iplinaforpur.
~oIadrniaion..$uctoSllldentl_acMaecllD_"
Oflloeof s.udoInI$enoOces, F-=ulfyol Educdon, Iorhbtflll
--
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... Cat'OcIUn who .. ,egisM<ed in !heir final __ '"
1heir firsI 8lchaior"a~ prognnwne during 1M W!nIer
seme-_,,-"IZlislied_~requiretMfttlMt
_in 0auM 2 ....... ~CIIlmplrir;>nofIlMirfif'lCMgree
~~~....:~~=:.=
denoting 1M .-nSoIlhW lirsI degtee. SludenU-'- ..,..
=.received~-"-15IhwillflOl.I>eCOl'lSid«..:lklf"
S. ~UMSIingapplic:atioMlll_8actlelor"af£ducation
(SecondaryJPfogratl'ltM.cotlSirSet&tionwillbegivenlO1he
toIlowing;
.jPUdent"1lovetallacademicpe<fooma;nc:e.inadGltionlO
1he~onIlMlClO<olfWl'tqulredlObeconlicSetedtor
~:
b I d_lltd COfrIlMltney in wrilIen &>gliltl U Pfe-
scritMd bylll. Flcutt,r of Ed"",,6an; &fId.
e 1_ tea.rsof ..,...._. OM ofwhicl\ mUllboilrom.
student·.Inatructo, in 11M teachabl...... list-d In Oauaa
2(b).or.lncasn""*,,llIeapplicatllhasbeen~d
dwlngtl'lap.uttwoye.-s.lnlm.dir.ct~oflM
-6- The Facufty_hlrigtlI1r:IdenyadmiUlon1O._~ .tlo,1n lhoa opWonflll1lM ~Cornm/UM.1a
deemeclunauitllMloracln'lil:UonlDlIM~.
7.tT~~1IM~SludinCom­
mitllMQfI~t!lmhAdtNafonaCOtt'ln'itlH
may,al:lta~--.s.--n&f'Pk-tor~ofapp5­
canta_.,aceplionlD1fw~oulfitMod~_
~r}AlmitlldlNldJerf1l~.-_.""'"
"""1r:IudI~SIlderJts.oo_-*nilItd.-.
pa1ic;uWk.adImic~..tootlo.,;mlD~lD"
~k:M»micGtlsq:6w_otIQIq~f1I"
~f1I~s.noc-.Sudlc:iYngM m.y1tOt"poui-
blltinpalficuW-.
2J~Iorpac.s.....~~byllP""
pIic.m ..... taaeIling~f1ISot:IaISIudiM'.EngIish.
Mtd8iologyha"-"..,. ........ lbepat. Ma-!y~
...q<saIi&d~,....bNrf..;.a.d~f1Ilact
f1I~.-. s.c.-ptW/etwIoem.yOt'p..,1D
.srt.dams...no_"._lfti1emsf1l~and
1..MlRdtT-.y ....~slLWms_normaIIy.,.
c.pfedin""'ac:ademicd"~
:JJs.c:au-oIlbeltlUl::lUNd,~n_f1IlIliapro­
g~• ....nts_.-ndfull-time. Sludents ..no drop
anyCOUl'Wwhit;hi$p.tf1llhe~"";"Ot'dropped
frgm llW ..,Iire programme.
"J SlUdetTU ...no haw _n admitrJ«IlID .. pmgramme txIr
dtooNnoI'lDan.ndlnll'leF..n~afthek'~...aI«!-
mi~wtfII""fhUmmissioo-.Suc/lea/Udeflfmay
~for'admiaMlrI".IMerNttl.md_S<tOmIt.. _
~.micllwilJlNCOtIsidMftdincompelillCwlwiththoH
alaIfOfhKlflPo'ic:MtfL
REGULATIONS FOR ntE DEGREE OF
BACHELOR OF EDUCATION (SECpNOARY)
1. Ar;andicI.- .... lhedegrftat8a::helorof£du::a1ir>n(Sec-
ondrtIatlaII-'--15~induding.non-creditfield
oI1Q"'Woetl'lis_ins.n-Z.doingHalureofl.ate
Ado&esc:_(Education426OlIns!eadduringSerrwslerI.
BACHELOR OF MUSIC CONJOINT WITH
BACHELOR OF MUSIC EDUCATION
~.~--. and a fowcredilinWmhipina
~as~by...~Plane-bdowl.
2.n.flQn.CIelfit.arlyfietd~st\.alIftdude.
minimurnofltWtyhoulsofadloal'MilationdlAingtherllSl
__ oftlwP<Ulil~.
3.Thoa ~indude;
al__ asfollDws:
J)£duc&1icln4005.42f50,Q51,4;)81,arId.9S0
(iijT_of1hefollowlng;Education4120,4142,41Q.4150.
• 1151."'6ll.4170..17t.418l1.4US1,.lSO••2CI3.4270.42T1.
n-meItlodoIogyc:otneSm&.I$lbad'losenlDlNIr:tlIM
~~undowwllic:ttIheS1lUdent_admit­
tlId. Studera __ KaClemic~islinguiAic:s_
noquhdlDdo~414Z.ThoM __~is
~_NqlrindlDdD EducaIion4180ot4271.
n-wt-.discSpfiMis FoIklor.- .... requited IIldo.Mef
EdUClllion .. ,42«4180. Yhosewl'lose _a is Sociaf $ud-
... (acad«nie~ofEconcimics.GeograpIy.I-btory,
arid Po5licaIsa.nc.J .... .-qW.:i IOdo£dwcalion"I8CL Slw-
cfents __ fntIlndMcondac:aderric~_1n
Sociaf$tl.dia_requftdlllldo~4U.)and"181.
Students __ ~'cliIdpInn_EnglishMdUn­
guiscics_1.q1lhd 1111 do Education 4142 and "141 Those
whosedisdplineis 6iocNmistry.... rwqulRd IOdoltilh« Ed-
uc:aIicwt 4171 otEducation 427'0.
bl ......... ~m:wnllMlugh.... ba6owsolMt
a.dIont$eornpataat ......__wme-'tofLiand
iibuCnonn--'t.o-.-fromaadlofLli.iiotH.
~Er:fucdon43S0.43S2.43S4.Q:S6.1Ind4f45
(ilJ&fuca6on4382,44.20.and4580
iilEduclllion42.4O,4242,and4261
(ivj£ducatSon2C20.29llO.321o.3Z11.325S.3290.3Sl5S.
3S7Q,3511,3S!5,,3943,,41....... 4151... '5S,.,63,4172,.418Z.
4204.4m,4C2S,46001Ind4610
"_"'ttr.den1aIhall~afoul"aed"f1InWmsh1p,Educa_
tion5020.~.5022.5023.
ADMISSiON
I. Appl;cDans lor~ Ia .... atIocloow e.ac:twloO' of Edu.
cationConfointOegrn~isconsidered~.~.
fotadmissiotlto lheFall Sot_onty. Thed.~fo<sub­
mi$Siano!f.PP1ication$lsF'etntary1 .
2.~jjansbrAdmissionIa ....~programme
ref"'lOlheEducaliotlo:wrlpOlle<llollheeonpntDegrHPra-
gramme. J.l,thelWneol~$IUdenlSmust"-bftn
1om'Wty1ldrniued101heSchoClfol' ......
3. To be considefedfor.cfmissloll. S1Vde<lts tnu$I h SUI>
c:essfully complet..:l a minimum of -t( wmnt credits
wittl.itn.r.cum~~ofallotasl:eopl1'c:entotan
a-ng.oIalfeastl5Open;:entontt>eitlasttenwhictltMy"-
- ..............
lMdWllhe r-nty-..-sa. SIUdetIts _"-0DIIIpIe101d Ihe
following;
al atl.UI~coursesinEng'istl
bl alfeUle-DOUrusin.adlofarrr~of:Kstory.Math-
:::.c~~.l.abof;Ilk)o'y,Scie.-,ot
cl atfeastfowClClUlMSInM.lsir:..~wifbeeNen
IOtheWinler~ooursnbwhictlstudents..e
registeledatthoitmeofepplicaJion..
... lnassnsingappr~s.consid_tiQnwilfbesriwnlO
tlMfQIfQwing:
a} SlIIdents'-.lfaeacSemic~.lnaddilionla
Ihemlnimum~~cMlinedlnaa..­
'00-.b)~~inllOriaMlEngishaspr-.
scribed by .... Facullvof Educdon IItttlOllirnol of_
sidet'ationfrCM"admIaion;
cl ~feu-sofm_._ofwhfchmuatbafrom""
student·.univetsi!yInstNdotIn&~In""atudenf1I
PROGRAMME. PlAN lJUd\atI6II am;.c:t-1*aau- 3{cJ &boYe..
SEMESTeRl(Fa1) ~:~r;:-.:~.:=='~~
r;";*;:_=~=....:::Co==..=.t·.......=-=-=_,-,,:-...-=-----'i'4 ~spec;.J~m:-.~==-may,
o.-n~~11 ::=~~~
m.ciwT-:trc~ .......·lfrom~.&.il ~ina..-3.
~ Hr*: ~wtIodlc::fiineanoll.-oID1IiuionJDIheF~
ultyolEdIlCMion. ot'lOl'lodollOt~""'ClQlIrWsdllitlg
".~...inwllidradmissiollisQr.llll1fdmust,lIltMy
wish JD be sWHq~r:orIfidet.-dtrxa1nmiotl. sl.lOmit a
_~i1~"""'otIw"~S<MEST8l,_
REGULATIONS FOR THE CONJOINT
DEGREES OF BACHELOR OF MUSIC
{MAJOR IN GENERAL STUDIES} AND
BACHELOR OF MUSIC EDUCATION
I_AcancfodatlforlheConjolntOegr"'oI~ofMusic
&/ldBld\ekltofMl,rsOcEducationshallba,.quindlDcom-
P'eN .. minimumoffiftycnditsin~withtlwr-.gu-
_""''''-0.,.--__--=,.-.,.--= -''14 IUonsfotlhfOegr.. ofBacNlotolMusil;.foIooringGenenoi
1~ .. 5ctooolinQlEduceIion43811 I MusafStudinrnajotarldQau$e2:below."'_-'=_"":-'-':....=0-=",..===---- ~id.al.~rcomPI.t.1hefollowlngfih••nCO<.Qa$in
--'-"":-'-'-==------ al Edueation2250or3li15
• ........wiIldfl""Odisdpinot~methods-.- bl EducatiotI4350
..... SotrnnwPdSeptfgrsludilnb~&luc:alion c) EduI:3Iion4370otC380
.181 ••143. SludwflsNqUimgeia'W6:Iucation."lot dl Ed.....tion2510.2520.2530.3920.:BZ5.and4830
e)Education~(S-creerrtlnten'tShip,
I) ~othef_inEducalionOlhe<1NnMu$icEduc2-
"":ONoflflot~o::cJUISftIM)"OoruMdlOhJlfilrhe
~of~(rIJcrf_lJM;hekwaiAlusicde9tM
~~"'83S.""O.....s.of8SO."'a:ss. ...86Q.
REGULATIONS FOR Tl-IE BACHELOR OF
MUSIC EDUCATION AS A SECOND DEGREE
1. AcandidaMwhol'lubNtl~..~.degr_
inMus;cItDm.~eduni¥etsitymaybe.smitted101he"
~1udftg1O_deg<eeof8ac:hetcwofMusicEdu­
calion pRl'IicHdlhatOle pattltfTlof-. Iorlhe lim degree
is~"'lheSelec:6on$Commift"ofIlwFacuilyof
........
2. SubjM;:lIo~~l._degtHofBact\erOfolMu­
sK; Educati<ln maybe ~I'dupon _ wc:cnsful comple.
tion o'all..at Ian addition&l COlI"" prov;ded 1M cancroc;tate
n-ts _ ~uifementsin ClaUSOI2 &bow ofltle ~ulatioos
~IhtCon;ointOegt_olBM:helClrol~(1.Ujor
in GeneQI S1udlc.1 and BKhelorof~ Education.
REGULATIONS FOR Tl-IE DEGREE OF
BACHELOR OF EOUCATION (NATIVE AND
NORnfER~.ED.(N&N)
l1'is is a ..achw ecluc:aion prog..--oe da9wd tor /IGlNe
slI..odenblnl.oobradtrwhOir*ndlO~ateae:hinge:atMI
In ho c:ornrnur-.of na<1hem labrador. l-.kl be 01 par.
tiaIW~IOS*ldenCswhowistllO-UW-1heirmldion
boryondlhloOiplomainNatiwandNol1hem6ducalion.
REGl.Il.ATIONS FOR AOMISSION/RE-4DMISSION
AHO ADVANCEMENT
1. ~antswllowistllOerrtettheptllgol'al'l'VMmustsubmit
., application 10 1M Oft'"_ 01 Student SeMen, FllCUltyoiEd_
2. ~l5toIhloB.Ed..{N&.N)mustoomph'tetn.g<rnetal
aflPIicationlotmtoradmi$siontotheUnlwtsityand_appli-
cation iotm foradmiRiorl 10 the FacultyofEducatiotl,NatiYe
..._-
3. NormaIy.to·bec:on$Odetedb'admission,aauektntmust
n-~atl'liniml.n1of&w<XlollfMS-'th... awtage
oI.'-sI~petOentinlMM-.-andbeinclNr_.
IIt:J*:SIu:fIInomaybeeonsidetwd~COtJdiIIioMI«fmiqic)n
to"'~..,ortadrnisslQTJo"'~$Iudems
edtnitI..t~",w~ildt¥~1IIttK
~~«Iiw~Mtl ...~af_
"'lIIa'IM)o-"'~
4..~M'oO~cornp&eted_lhanlh-.r.:o.nesprior
"'admissionlOlhe~wiI_~lOappIy
~c:o.nu, ....... .apptOp'iate.~IheB.6:i.(N&N)
~an~ofa1leastsixtypefCe!llnubeenob­
WMd in .. coutWS beyond the IirsI m..
5_ $1udentI who haw beet! admitted 10 U\e B.Ed.(N&N) ..11
norrn&IIy_~ byR.gulati<lns 2-(1 01_ Reguli:ti<lns
lor AI4dmlaion and Adnnce.....,t 01 tIM Faculty of Edu-
calion. Fortlllt ptOg~_onIy,~t reguWi005
wilbe &4)pf.edupon the c:ornpIetionoieacn m.coo.neW9""
mentthnloughoul_duntionofOle~andwillM
:=ton.. buisoflhe_ageobtainedonthosotr.....
6. SMSeMs....nol\awenotmetlt>e~tol'dinc:I_
trytrom~-.:hooI.bvI_eigitMfofentl'yonothel'criteria.
wilIbe.-..db'~inEnglish~~
in~will'I~~ 'MleRMCJn5&tY.
eotneSlM)' _ proorided 10 givestudena .. opp;x1uI"IitylO
UJlQIWH1tleirlitlltacyslDk.
7. 'M1hin!he GeMt~ Academic Reguta~. Section Eol.
c:andi4alQlor_ B.Ed.(N&.H) Oegt.. sh<lII "-compIelad
aminitnYT>oflout~CD.M"IeSaslultimeSluClella;
tlvough ..rtendanceatdauuloo"_~olatle__
_onacampusal~~
PROGRAMME FOR STUDENTS ON TltE
PRtMARYfELEMENTARY EDUCATION RO~
1,Candid&lQtor..~oIaEd.(N&.Nl.ptirNry/elemet>­
tatv_.wilI be tequired 10 compete a...,;n;",..,m 0I6t1y
coutWSitl ~'O'i1hd-.s2, 3. 4, and SbMow.
2.T1wfollowing~$"'.c:ompuhoty:
alt.taltlematicslO5OandllJ5lotMathematicsllSOand
1151 Of a c:onceI\ll'ation in Mathemalic:s..
bl Science 115A.and 11S8ot .. concenntion in S<:ie..-•
el .....llVapologylQ31andlWDoltM1c:ou.... inMlhtopot-
ogy.
lSI Ungui5lics 2020 anel 2021; or 2030 and 2031
el FourCOUf$HinEngfosl'l.. trisrecomm.nc*1/N1ll11eSCI
twqUirwl Engr'rsJI wurw. eo. tuen as earlyaspouiDie in
"""""""".f I Fourc:o.nesinudlof_of1helollowing:M.Scie~·.
FoIkkn, Ftanch.~.1'istot\tUnguistjc:s (hIIlu1
otMontagnais),Ma!tlematies.Ml.t$M::fUusicEclucation-.
F'tIysicafEducalK>n,otReligiowsSluclin.
·$fudornCsbdllMwcaloM_iNstflooOt:Dc&'U.in..ar
dr-osue;ect_M*-SbomBioctlemis:try.8OtllD:
~&1fIl$c:lllnces.MrdPfrysit::s.
-CcxnesJobe~_foIIows:ToooallJusit; "20
Md,r2'orffGo\l'8:er..ofMusi:f02Q. f02f.Ed~
31110. 3fiO;QwalEdueMion 3130or31JO.
3. ThefolowingEducation COfT1pt.Qory.
Educ:atiOfa 2022ot2032" 2150 ot3960. 2182. 21i4,22OO.,
2222, 2Z300f 2240. 23SO. 23S1. 2430. 261a" Of 3f>1S-.
3140.32S1.3321.3542,4O:lD.~
'$flaHntsrwtrollMw_sstuf1y~EducMiotl
22SOuPMtalllle T.£J'LI'rognltnmot would be -"--d
bSl/O$titufeItfi'XEd~26100t'3615..
4, a}AlIcancfic1atnstWlblNCtUlredtocomplet8aflwcndit
lntemship(Education4(l4)Q•.
NOTE:~..tIo""~fIleo.plomlrlnH.­
lMertdNot1hem~itLMxadorandllMw~
~_"'MjNIS_.lINC:hQgassisQntorCi«fi6ed
fIN::het"""YW;-JoIlWOIficealSD.oHm$«looices~."""'"
ofllle~~In__ ""'....-..s _
gtWJI«J,~wiJleo.~&:l~"'___
c:r.ac:ocnes"ptWrwyor~~&:lOoe~
ntirMldfwnat~.Ist"~~IheClllri;wof
--blStucMnts mayftWf in lhe hWmship Progtvnrfta OiMyaftllr-mut~oftlWty~OClUfWS,~
IlWfoIIowingeigtltOCll.llWS:
_ Eclucation2150ot3Sl6O,2182.22llO,.2350.2610ot3615"
321I1,3542,433D.
S. FuttlIer CO<.ItW$to eomplele the requited total 01 fifty may
beMlec;tedfrom ....~ ....ulisledina_2&btMoot
lromo!t>t:tllon-educationOCllltSeSotfromotducationcaurses
whidl ... appropriate lor ptimaty anel elemenwy education.
PROGRAMME FOR STUDENTS ON ThE
SECONDARY EDUCATION ROUTE
1, CarorfidaleslorlhecSegr.. ofB..Ed.(N&Nl.ueondaryrvute•
..,;n be~ 10~ a minimum of fiIty 00UtMS in
~.,.i1hdau$eS2,3and4beloW_
2.TheIolowing__com~
a)FourEllglish_lfis~lfaet"H""
qUrW"fngIish __ be ....... ..ty_poasibIein
"-'
al E'do.oc:aDon 2222, 22SOor:l2:5O, 2361, 2Q], 3281• .c020.
"",mo.
f 1 TWOlXlUrSoRSfran'lad'loI_;toups'--dbP:>w ..
w.d~ ~Irom2(dJIIbc¥e.~
tot__llUdwIlswhD~_or.,-._
fiotlsinsa.nc..~>otoo~inS<:ienc:e
"'chc:IoRo:ounn:~IlO~2tlI1..-d
2"1.
E'do.oc:aDon.ll140anrl.ll141
Educ:Idion 4150 anrl 4151
Educalian.ll161anrl.ll163
~.lI111Oanrl41a1
6l:Iuc8IicIn4201Md42C2
Educ::ation2110anrl.llno
Educ=-tion3!M3anrl4168
EducatKln 3120 anrl 3121
~ 4Z2O anrl42Z1. or Educalion.ll23O and
Physic:alEduc:ation.ll110Md4o(3)
gJ =.u;o-aueMntlwhGdo.c;(lnCerrtralionln.singlasci-
-~3171anrl_ofEducallon4170• .lI171.
""''''''.III ~t- audotnts.-ttOdo CIDI'IClIftlralin_ sci-
-~3170anrl3171.anrl_ofEduo::Qan
.lI170. 4171. 4270. C271.
3.8JM~.t\IIlI_NqUhdIlO~.fivea.dit
~{E'ducaIiarl404lQ­
NC1T£:~ootIlO""'~"'~1n
NMilMWId""""~"Ubtdlr.a,-~
.....wy~• ...., ,.... .....~--
...... tllew6d m.y D ..~d~
4Iont.s..we-far........d ..~
i1_...~_ ~.. be
~..:.::':',:-~=~~
.,~..."..~dSlldlntSanoica.
bl StudowIbmay.nIn" ~f'roQnmnwOt:fly
.......~~al.-.cr Cll:It.-.s,
1nduliing Educalion 3281, cxm. Md 22SO or 3250 and
~-.::tlinQI~~frotna..-s
2(l},2(gJ,Md2(h1·
4........ -.-sIlOQOrl'IpleW .. ~llOtaloffiftymay
IMI SIMdad tram UliKt .... "-d in a- 2{.). 2(b1.
2{c),Md2(d)-*,-orfram~~_tII
frvmeduc:allDn_-.tWdI.,.~for-...-taty
......,~
REGULATIONS FOR THE DEGREE OF
BACHELOR OF SPECIAL EDUCATION
(Far1lle~of1AdlenotSpecilllEducation.,
""-s: IJ$aodInt$"~/toMIItg...opbrlM"~
EducaIOncr~ln"'~PIOQl'Mll'W-.d-<shing
D~ .. opbrlM D"~d~ Edc.cdon
o.grw.-.yGb_c,o~l'OO""""ln~~
c.ar~tIF"'FcVJ¥d6:ful:::llliclnpttrNit»d...llWy
_"~~b".. s-:cn.:t~
2J .sruct.ms""'vpdMell'leOiplom;l .. Spet;i.IIJE~IIor
~ IFW ~mem:r krrl'le /Mttt;M/t:WoI S{»ciM Ed·
&.C.IIlIic:IIIo.g...,$lY/lr-e_d"~.~lIOnonrMir
hII""~Oylhe~desigllMiotl_
~ON REQUIREMENTS
l.~lotpart-lim<lancl~ ....~ .... .,.,.....
sidwecl_a~_Thoteariest_~c:anbeOin
IIle prognrnIN is s..nv.- Sts:sion ofllle,..of admission.
The ...... /Ior~of.-ppk:alionsia~l.
ConsicS«aliDolwillbol~IO_c:aurseS/lorwhic:l'lAUd<tnts
_~al1he"-ofapplir:alioll.
2. AdrnissioIIllOlIledeQrHprograrnmeinspedal:.ctUCalion
islirnMdanrl~_
3-Tobollldmia.d .. _8a<::t>eIotofSpKilll~[)a.
V"MPfOWWI""".candicS.lletNI ..................... of.65
~MWagein_IasI-..yClllUf$lnand_meet !he
taIowing~
.1 ,.....,...-_Dnission~IItSIO_Facuttvol
£ducation;ancl
'J em<ER
l. ........ CI'edilfor: Education Z36D; Educalion 3Z!Oor
3230; EducaIionJ305andG:JucaIion35'lOorEduca-
lion 331S Mel ~S; and Sducalion 3615.
OR
i. hold a dagr.. in Primary Of eamenwy Educalion
from Memotlal Univtorsify Of -ne oth« racoglli~ec:I
uniYetsitY' orhokl anoll'>w Educ:aJion dagr.. d..med
apflf'llflMlebytha FlIQIllvof EdUCa1lorl. Sud\c:an-
clidaleSm.ybolrequinldkl~~
cowsnlomeetUle~Inb(iJ aboW.
c)toe...~~.~~in
~orn-equiYalent.-HnQ~prior
..-
4. &udent& pursuing or haIIW'q oornpefIId degr.. pro-
granwnn for !he~ of -=ondary Idloal~
who.an 10 ....__ e..cneIotof $pKOII E'ducCon o.vr-
~""~Edu::dcJn33D5-,d35'lOorEd­
uc.Iion3:315-.d35'5:€ducIIIlon322Dor323O:;~
ZJlD;IInd~Z250priortel8dmiaicln.
S.~1lOltIe Oegrw ProgIwnmeM $pecilIl £dt..-or.
muIC~thIo~bm·Aflpkalonb"Adrnis­
&iOn 10 tflII Special £duaIjgn I"nlgramrne' lind return it b)'the
~deadlinllteI""OIficleol"AIogistIw.Stlodents
..tlo_appfy_admiaiDn~IlOIIle~,
_~~.."'~oClIle~Wl'~
tor~·f(Inn~from"'a-..
oC"~~Iormsb"1heSpecial£duca­
tionprvgranwnelTl.llY_obGftdbywriWtgltwFac:Utyof
Educdon,~oCSludent~u.mortal~of
~,St.,lQhn's.NewIoundland,A'l!I3Xa.
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
1. To IMI eligible for the Degree in SpIdal Ecluealion, a stu,
cMnttnulltll.llwcomplel.ct:
EITHER
., the Memo:lriafUnivetsityBacll.lorolEdIlC01l1iono-g...
(Prlmcy) or (Bementaryj or MOther Edw:alioll dagr..
dftmed apprvpUu by The Fa"V/tr of Educatlon. and
bI12__ufollo,o,$:
l A.quirad oourses: EducUon 3l5OO. 3510. 3620.
---
i.7-..sllllected.lromtheefe<:li¥eotr.tting'JiII$pe-
dal6:luc:lnion.
Ilthe~l.Jnftoenity8;ldMloo""'~0egIee
(Primaryj«~otanocMrEducation.s.g,­
deemoad~by_F""""'~.w>d
b) Educalion3I5SX_&lended~Pr3l:IictIminSpecial
Educalionl!5 ........ Cfedits}p6W;6ckoc:Ilion3lllXl.361O'
3620. 3IS3O and 3-.nesfrgm 1heeledioe COtIl'MS in
SpecialEduc:atM>n..
ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS TO TliE
DEGREE AND DIPLOMA PROGRAMMES IN
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
TobeadminedlO"'8actMtotot~Edur:ad;ono..
gt"andDiplomapltlgl"llnmeS..~must~t.in.sdi­
Iiontothegenetal~~of1he~.
=admisaion~"OI.A6nIIdbyh~
3."~~tol~otIetlCfedilsm&Y
to. -.ded lor auesents posseqing • "1St I CCII'\biMd1OCIlof_v-""oftrlil'ling __~in_
ocr;:upMiOn;Il_inwhich..-w.gwasotlClinolcl.
b)SbJdents ....... ~ofl~of_e.peri­
__noteligiblelo.-...._maxinw.unof\1ttlCfed.
itsadv.-:ed-..:lingwilltle'~toobQinlurthat
workeJq)&rienalltld!wlOc:ompl•• acklir;onal ........ersity
COtItMS,eillI«otboltlofwnictlmustbelP9fOYedbylh.
Adtniaions Sub-Committee !of Vocational EGucalioft.
4. 1ot. .... ha/f1heCOtllM$in~EducaIion~uftd
und«a...A..2(bI_becompleted&'llhis~.
B. FOR sruoeNTS WHO POSSESS AN
APPROPRIATE DEGREE FROM ... RECOGNIZED
UNtValSITY
1. Ac:andldaNforth.Clifl'Iom&inVocationalEdtlCllioftwia
be requiIwodtooompletebequiYalen1ofatl.ut20ClOtIO'AS
appraved byh Cltlia. 01 Student s.Mon..
2. ThIo-WYCllM'lft_indudr.
II FNe~_inEducuiorlOlher'lI\anthosein
"~Educaliongruup.Counesin .... group
mustbe~lromthowc:oursnwllidl.. app&ca..
blIItollwHighSc:tlool~.
bl Four_trom_Voc&tionaIEducationllOtlfluk»-
1cJon:6:l~2710.2720.2730.andOMelK1iw..
c) Ed\.IcDoot700.
OR
i. Wnc:oulM$ll'I«l'NWdlOlspKliaIltNtsloth«
....-.
2.N.Iusl:_'fU'oIwor1l~Of~in1he
occupational .... in wNdl tninlng _otIWl'altd. This up&-
riencemustbeS1lbHq\lenttohoompletionofOfCll)l'lCtll'l&n
with 1he0Cl;lllp&li0nal ninWlgplOgfWTltM.
'**: T~MtI • ..--- .._~-.Jd~
OyfheAdlftis:siona~br~EducaIian.
3.$tudetlttwl'ao,"""",IO_1he~In'obcational
EducationnwyClblWt~appiicatiol'IbmhmllwFaolbtof
Educ;:ation,.OflicIofStud.nt~
1.O:x:up.alionaltrail'linglSwriIi~by_ol:
IJloenilicateolqualilC:aliol'lasljoumeymatlfotades;g.
na1eCltrade:
bllctl1ffic:ale«diplornalR>mlledricalotbusiness
5d>ooIotcolege;
clan~~lJoml~
d I satislacbycomPrionoflprogrwTWTWequivalenl:1O I&J.
(bjotlcl~
i. lminimI,mof"'ClOtIIMSinotrwlaadtollfM"
c:iII-<:s1OllwU\lllEducatlonand1heboalano»of
_ooursnasVoc&tionlll~~t\I:lf)iC:&
-f) F'ourelectNeOOtll'lftll'lareuotherthanEd-uon.
1. TObeadmlnedlO1he8M:h.lofol\foe.l~EGucaliClnOt·
gree PfQgQITlIT>e.llWdelltm..u meellhe special admission
requiren'lemsoutlilled&bo>re.
2. Ac:andiodatellhll......,p... &'IlelSttenCOtll"lftltlhi$Uni-
O'aSitybe)'Oftdlhosel~lIdlorthe'fim6egrN.Ac:andida1e
.nohu~lim~&'IIhis~~bepet·
milzed.'llichtheappllMlloftheCommiCtnon~..
StudieSotthe FacutfyCounc:il of1he FlCtIItyof Education. 10
c:oomplnI_of1heset.nOOUl'Sl!'SlltanottMfinstilu6onlee;.
~byIheSenal••
3. To obtain the BacMtor g( Vocation.ll EdtlCltion d.gree •
cancfid&te muse complete &'I lust 12 OOtIIMS in EGuc:ation.
n-au'M$mustbe~byIheOlf_ofStudent
--.
4. Thee-tv. inc:tude:
.) FM_1n6do.lc:Donoct-ttwnnmthe\lQlc:alianal
EducalionQl'OllP- CooneslnlhisgnllUP_be_Iedldtrom __ COUl'MSwhich_~lOthe
REGULATIONS FOR THE DEGREE OF High SChool f'!QgIwnme.
BACHELQR OFYQCATIQNAL EDUCATION b) Rw_fn:lmIMVoc:aIionalEducaliongftl</P.
... FOR STUDENTS WHO POSSESS AN ~ ~ ~.c:-6:ll/CldiOn..
0CCtJPA11ONAL T1UJNtNG DIPLOMA OR 5. lot. r-st__ of 1M~ I'eqtIftd und«Qa...,. a4(b1
CERTlACATE mustbe~.Ihis~ .
1. A~_"8Ic:toBorol\bcdonal~o..• HoIIts: r} ~8.2MdB.S"IIOt.,pylr)~
gtM"'be~lr)~"""""""''''etlu:st wtIO~ __ .IfW""Bnnswi::lrIna:tib.etot
1onf__ ~by"Cl&c:eorStucMnlSeMoa. r.dlnoIosIY~"~coonesln~~
2. ThefocV-..smustb:lude= ::..,,-:-.::::.~~~.:=~
al S=~--E:~'t~= =:'U:::-In~T~.nN4to.-
bleto"HighSd'lOOl~. 2)71»~ot~4700llNYoe~byllle
bj SiI<_lnlm"1.o'ocationIII6:Iucation~utJt.. e-wn.a..OII~Stt.d"SOllthe~
Iow:I::Edo.-o.'l271o.272O,2'730.andltfteeledi\oa. Iiocd"oraotSfudenr~(l"'jINse"""IoSJJ.odMt
cj EclucdDn4700. r-cNnv~}'dIT-.o__ ~£ngIiIh..
.1 T ~tD ............ _ottlaC:tlinQ REGULATlONS FOR TliE DIPLOMA IN
~Jektan:l:':::~~"'o¥h VOCAnONALEDUCAnON
errHER




